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President’s Report
by Warren Tiahrt

By the time you read this, there will be a new PAMPA President.
Dennis Adamisin graciously accepted the nomination for
President, and since he was the only nominee, it is safe to assume
that he will be elected. Those of you with good memories will
remember that Dennis was PAMPA President back in the 80s.
Dennis also volunteered to be the CLPA Event Director for the
2016 AMA Nationals.
I have had several conversations with Dennis in past months
and he has lots of ideas for both PAMPA and the Nats. He comes
from good stock—the Adamisin family, led by Big Art, the
patriarch. The rest of the family includes Archie, David, Allen,
Dennis, and Marie, all of whom have been deeply involved in our
event over the last 50 years.
Dennis has his name on the Walker Cup and has had a series
of high-aspect-ratio stunters, the most recent of which is his Riki
Tiki Tavi design that he flew at this year’s Nats. It is a bit
smaller than most of the current designs but shows lots of
promise. Dennis has also worked with/for John Brodak in the
development of John’s electric power program. I am confident
that the PAMPA leadership will be in excellent hands. I wish
Dennis all the best.
This will be my last column as PAMPA President, and I have
lots of mixed emotions about the modeling hobby in general, but
I feel that the CLPA part of the hobby is in really good shape.
The USA 2016 F2B World Championship team is a strong one,
and based on what I saw at the recent team trials, there are some
young guns who are gaining ground on the group that has ably
represented the USA for several cycles with multiple wins, and
many silver and bronze medals, as well as lots of team wins.
Derek Barry, Chris Rud, Richard Oliver, Doug and Steve
Moon, Kenny Stevens, Todd Lee, and Mike Palko are some that
come to mind who have the potential to be competitive at both
the National and World Championship level.
There is still one area that causes me great concern. That is
the cost of competing on the WC level. Not so much at the Team
Trials, but some of these up and comers who could win a spot on
the team must then face the high cost of international travel. Up
to this point, most of those who have won a team spot in the past
have been able to find some way to afford this expense.
However, some of the young guns and Junior team members
suffer significant financial hardship because of a young family
or a limited income. They just don’t have the disposable income
to afford the considerable expense.
The question is, what can PAMPA do to help? PAMPA has in
the past contributed from the treasury to team members to ease
the expense burden. There are members who feel that money
should not be taken from the treasury to help support three or
four team members. An alternative is to have a fundraiser to
solicit donations to be used specifically for team members
support, or a combination of both.
There was a program initiated last fall to be directed
specifically for a potential Junior team member. Because of the
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date of the 2016 CLWC, next May, no Juniors went to the
Houston Team Trials. Thus, for this cycle there is no Junior team
member. Donors (those who donated $2 to receive a PAMPA
membership card) were contacted and offered a refund. No one
requested a refund, so these funds will be kept in escrow and
used for the 2018 Junior team member. I would support and be a
donor to assist the 2016 F2B team members because of the
additional cost of competing in Perth, Australia. I hope such a
program will be initiated.
I also have significant reservations about some of the other
areas of the modeling hobby/sport. The explosion of growth in
the area of the quadcopters and drones is staggering. Their
growth is such that the FAA has gotten into the picture with the
advent of the UAVs. This is noticeable in the type and amount of
product advertising in Model Aviation. It is beginning to look as
if those toys are the majority of the hobby. While ARCs and
ARFs are certainly a part of the CLPA scene, the majority of the
models I see at the field are still built, finished, and flown by
modelers. Hooray for us.
I would like to thank all of the trustees and members who help
make PAMPA and Stunt News what they are. Hopefully, you all
will continue to support PAMPA and submit columns and articles
to keep Stunt News great. Also, a special “Thank You” to Bob
Hunt, Liz Helms, Chuck Holtzapple, and Bob Kruger for all their
labors in producing Stunt News.
I hope to see many of you at VSC in March. SN
—Warren

The question is, what can
PAMPA do to help?

Level Laps
by Bob Hunt

another month I was not able to work
on anything, including Stunt News.
By the time I was able to get back
to work, we were more than two
months behind again on the Stunt
News deadline schedule. We were
able to produce an issue of Stunt
News at that point, and by that time
the AMA Nats events had started at
Muncie.
Remember, we are but one small
part of the Nats program, which goes
on for nearly two months over the
summer months. At that point, the
schedule of Liz Helms (our
layout/graphics person) did not allow
her any time to work on the
newsletter. During the months in
which the Nats are conducted at
Muncie, Liz has to help produce the
daily NatsNews newsletter, and at the
same time keep up with her normal
portion of the production of Model
Aviation and Park Flyer magazines.
Liz routinely puts in 12- to 16-hour
days during this period and has little
to no time—or energy—to devote to
Stunt News. Long story short, we fell
behind a bunch.
Just when everything looked
bleakest, Dennis Adamisin, our newly
elected PAMPA President, called me
and asked what he could do to help. I
told him the above story, and he
suggested a number of things that
will make producing Stunt News
easier and more efficient in the
future. Still, we will not catch up to
the cover date schedule overnight; we
didn’t get where we are overnight,
either. It is our goal to catch up at
least two weeks per issue until we are
back on schedule.
Our PAMPA Directors have committed to getting their
materials in on time, and that will help a lot. We are going to try
to put together an issue that will be ready to be shipped during
the Nats season. This issue will contain non-time-sensitive
articles and columns. While Liz is working on Nats News, we
will not have to burden her with newsletter issues.
The above was related to let you, the members of PAMPA,
know why your newsletter has been so late on cover dates. It was
not offered as an excuse; the situation that put us here was not
anyone’s fault, so no excuse is required. What now is required is
a team effort to get and keep Stunt News up to date.
During this period of difficulty I’ve received many phone calls
and email messages from members asking about the status of
their “subscription” to Stunt News. I tried to remind them that
they did not take out a subscription to a magazine, but rather

Mark Troutman’s account of
what it took to get the field
into shape is a hoot!
And so we come to the end of 2015… Thank the Lord! This has
been a very bad year in many respects for me, and I’m more than
glad to have it come to an end and get a fresh start on 2016. What
has me so depressed about the past year? I’ve had a number of
health problems that put me far behind the power curve early in
the year, and I really haven’t been able to get caught up much at
all. This has put a number of personal things way behind
schedule, but also one very big thing that relates to all who are
reading this column—the Stunt News deadline situation.
We are more than two months behind in newsletter production.
We (the Stunt News staff) were well on our way to getting caught
up a good bit when I was stricken with an extremely debilitating
back problem. It left me flat on my back on our living room floor
for more than two weeks, totally incapacitated. My wife,
Marianne, called the hospital after that two-week period and had
them send an ambulance. When I got to the hospital I received a
CT scan, and that revealed many major problems. For nearly

continued on page 4
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Level Laps continued from page 3
joined an organization, and that Stunt News is the newsletter of
that organization. In my responses I also mentioned that without
material to present in the newsletter, there is no newsletter.
Interestingly, many responded to that by telling me that they
had no time to produce anything for publication in Stunt News. If
every member of PAMPA would just write one article, how-to,
contest coverage piece, or personal story article once every six
years, we’d have more material than we could possibly print!
To start this ball rolling, I have a homework assignment for
each of you: Please write an article about “Why I Fly Stunt.”
Each of you has a unique modeling story to tell, and the rest of us
are interested in reading it. Please include photos in Jpeg format,
and the photos should be at least 300 dpi @ 5 x 7 inches for print
publication.
Remember that Stunt News is not just for news about or

articles for the top-level stunt fliers; there are few of them, but
there are many of us who enjoy flying stunt for just sport and fun
purposes, as well. To my way of thinking, an airplane is a stunt
ship if it is caused to divert from level flight intentionally! Please
consider writing articles for Stunt News!
Good times down in Houston
Due to the outstanding efforts of Frank Williams and his
amazing crew down in Houston, Texas, the 2015 FAI F2B Team
Selections were held and they were a complete success in all
respects. In this issue you will find three reports about the contest
and all that led up to it. Please read them all, because they are all
written from different perspectives and together they give a
thorough and accurate picture of the proceedings.
For sure, don’t miss reading Mark Troutman’s account of what
it took to get the field in shape; it’s a hoot! SN
—Bob Hunt

ELECTRIC CONTROL LINE
Field adjustable timers/flight
managers for Electric CL, for all ESCs, for all modes. Also throttle emulators for
ground checks or test stands. $10 and up.
Will Hubin, 719 Cuyahoga St., Kent, OH 44240; 330-678-9319;
whubin@kent.edu.
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PAMPA Membership Application or Renewal Form
Please print legibly. Use one form per member. Make photocopies for multiple registrations.

PAMPA Membership Renewal Instructions
GENERAL:
1. All Renewal / New membership applications received in November and December of the current year
will be considered new and renewal memberships for the new year.
2. Dues structure will be as noted on the Membership Form.
3. If you are a ‘comp’ member (AMA Contest Board, HOF, etc.) please fill out and return the form, with
the appropriate box checked. This is just to keep our records and mailing lists current!
4. Seasonal address changes (snowbirds / rainbirds) must notify the Membership Chairman of changes
and dates; there are no automatic transfers of mailing addresses. (Both your addresses will be kept
on file; you just have to let us know which one and when….it's up to you to be timely!)
5. Membership cards are optional, and are available for $2 each. Funds go toward the expenses for the
Junior World Team member.
RENEWALS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

For renewals to be considered timely, they must be postmarked by December 31st.
Renewals after January 1st, of the membership year, will be considered as late renewals.
Late renewals will NOT get back issues mailed to them; they are available on-line or by purchase.
Renewals for the current year, after October 1st, will get full credit for next years' membership. They
will get the September/October and November/December Stunt news, but no other back issues.
If you have already renewed for the new year (or more!), please DO NOT renew again, unless you
have some changes in your membership information. (address, phone number, email address, etc.)

To renew your PAMPA membership in short order, fill out the application blank, with all your pertinent
information, including the type of Stunt News delivery you want, then do one of the following:
Fill out the application and mail it with a check or your credit card information.
Your first issue of Stunt News will arrive with the next issue.
Email me your scanned renewal form, to pampamembership@geartekinc.com
All members have full access to the website and all on-line back issues. These can be read or downloaded
to your computer. You can file them, burn CD's or print them from the files.

NEW FOR 2016!!
If you were recruited by an existing member, be sure to put their name in the "Referred by"
space. If you recruited a new member, be sure they enter your name. Each member who
recruits a new member will receive a credit toward their 2017 membership, $10 for the first
and $5 for more for each of the second, third and fourth ($25 maximum).
Mike Strand
PAMPA Membership Secretary
Phone: 262-352-0645
pampamembership@geartekinc.com
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PAMPA Membership Application or Renewal Form
Please print legibly. Use one form per member. Make photocopies for multiple registrations.

Membership Year 2016

New Member

Name:_

Renewal

Address change:

AMA No.

Age:_

Mailing Address:
City:_

State:_

ZIP Code + 4 (or Postal Code):

Nation:

Telephone:

-

-

E-Mail address:
Comp Member: check box: HOF

Other

Office only: Date postmarked:

Annual Dues Options:

Date:

Date received:

Form complete:

Method of Payment

Please Check One:

Basic Member-internet access only

$35

Check

M.O.

Cash

US Member – Bulk Mail

$60

Check No.

US Member – First Class Mail

$70

Credit Card: (only Visa and MC are acceptable)

US Compact Disk

$60

Credit Card No:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

International Compact Disk

$65

Expiration:

(Mo./Yr)

Canada / Mexico First Class Mail

$70

V-Code:

(3 digits)

International First Class Mail

$95

Signature:

Family Member

$5

Date:

-

-

-

/

Membership Card (Goes to Junior World Champs
Fund)

$2

Referred by:

Note: ALL Memberships and Subscriptions are from January 1st through December 31st.
Mail to: PAMPA Membership
N2W31920 Twin Oaks Drive
Delafield, WI 53018
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Phone:

262-352-0645

Email: pampamembership@geartekinc.com

PAMPA Trustees
President: Warren Tiahrt
Address: 39477 S. Moonwood Dr.,
Tucson AZ 85739
Home Phone: (520) 825-3665
Cell Phone: (252) 207-3947
Email: tiahrt@q.com
Vice President: Matthew Neumann
Address: 2009 Forbes Rd.,
Vincennes IN 47591
Phone: (812) 895-1476
Cell: (812) 890-6673
Email: mrstuka@rocketship.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Jim Vornholt
Address: 1206 Partridge Dr.,
Indianapolis IN 46231
Phone: (317) 385-4751
Email: jvornholt@indy.rr.com
Membership Secretary: Michael
Strand
N2 W31920 Twin Oaks Drive,
Delafield WI 53018
Phone: (262) 352-0645
Email: pampamembership@
geartekinc.com
Newsletter Editor: Bob Hunt
Address: 209 Old Easton Rd., PO
Box 368 Stockertown PA 18083
Home Phone: (610) 759-8813
Office Phone: (610) 746-0106
Email: robinhunt@rcn.com

District I Director: Steven
Yampolsky
Address: 13 Lyndon Road,
Sharon MA 02067
Home Phone: (617) 291-7379
Cell Phone: (781) 784-3624
Email: syampolsky@hotmail.com
District II Director: Buddy Wieder
Address: 941 Potters Rd., Newton NJ
07860; Home Phone: (973) 940-1921
Cell Phone: (973) 479-0981
Email: bw427@ptd.net
District III Director: Ken Armish
Address: 310 Quarry Rd., Selinsgrove
PA 17870; Phone: (717) 602-2144
Email: karmish@ptd.net
District IV Director: Scott Richlen
Address: 5733 Bradfield Dr.,
Annandale VA 22003
Phone: (703) 425-1689
Email: scttva@gmail.com
District V Director: Don Ogren
6172 Prestwick Ct.
Spring Hill FL 34606
Phone: (352) 428-9171
Email: clpa4029@gmail.com
District VI Director: Dennis
Adamisin
Address: 2124 Greythorn Dr., Fort
Wayne IN 46815-8767
Phone: (260) 433-7198
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District VII Director: Bob McDonald
Address: 28746 Westfield,
Livonia MI 48150
Home Phone: (734) 421-4330
Cell Phone: (734) 748-5507
Email: bobsp47@sbcglobal.net
District VIII Director: Doug Moon
Address: 9121 Longmont Dr.,
Dallas TX 75238
Home Phone: (214) 340-3838
Cell Phone: (972) 529-8603
Email: dougmoon12@yahoo.com
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Address: 1744 Platte River Ct.,
Windsor CO 80550
Home Phone: (970) 460-0682
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Email: mjpitcher67@gmail.com
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District XI Director: Mark
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Phone: (509) 432-5751

Deadlines
Ad and Editorial copy
Issue
Deadline
May/June
July/August
September/October
November/December
2016

March 10, 2016
May 10, 2016
July 10, 2016
September 10,

Postmaster: Send address changes to:
PAMPA, P.O. Box 320, Plainfield, IN
46168-0320.
Stunt News (ISSN 1076-2604) is the
official newsletter of the Precision
Aerobatics Model Pilots’ Association

(PAMPA), a not-for-profit hobby
association, and is published bimonthly at
209 Old Easton Rd., Stockertown PA
18083. Annual membership dues are
$50.00, which includes a subscription to
Stunt News. Periodical postage rate paid
at Rockport IL.
Send camera-ready ads and payment
to:
Gene Martine
11248 Martin Lakes Dr.
Jacksonville FL 32220-3706
Phone: (904) 786-8650
gmflying@bellsouth.net

Advertising rates
Page Size
1/8
2.25"X 3.50"
1/4
4.75"X 3.50"
1/2
4.75"X 7.00"
Full
9.50"X 7.00"

1 Issue 6 Issues
$10.00 $60.00
$35.00 $210.00
$70.00 $420.00
$140.00 $840.00

Full Page Color
Inside front or back cover
Outside Back Cover

1@ $225.00
6@$1200.00
1@ $275.00
6@$1500.00
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F2B Team Trials
by Frank McMillan

The Control Line Precision Aerobatics (F2B) team selection
trials for 2016 were held October 10 and 11, 2015, in Houston,
Texas. This was a change in venue and dates, as the norm had
been the national site at Muncie, Indiana, over the Labor Day
weekend.
This is an AMA-controlled event administered under FAI
rules, which are somewhat different from our AMA rules. The
format calls for a two-day event; the first day is for qualifications
and the second day is for finals.
On qualification day, the fliers are divided into two groups and
fly on two circles, with three judges assigned per circle. They fly
four rounds alternating circles, and the best score from each
circle is added together for a final qualifying score. The top 10
fliers then advance to the finals the following day. The format in
the finals changes to put all the fliers on one circle, with all six
judges scoring three rounds. The best two out of three scores
count to make up a contestant’s final score. This is a very
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demanding format on both fliers and judges!
Many of the competitors arrived early in the week to size up
the site and conditions, make the necessary adjustments, and
practice. It’s a thoroughly enjoyable time renewing old
friendships, many of which have lasted for more than thirty years.
The “Trials” are always great fun and serious competition. Every
high level was represented, with past world champions, national
champions, former team members, and nationals finalists.
Qualifying Rounds
On Saturday the qualifying rounds started promptly at 8:30
a.m. with both circles up simultaneously. The flight order for
each round was drawn using the famous numbered ping-pong
balls at initial processing. Each round was completed and a
judge’s break taken to avoid scheduling conflicts.
As the scores were posted, the relative order started to
develop. The top fliers were on their game and the scores

Reports by Frank McMillian, Mark
Troutman, and Bill Rutherford detail the
contest, preparing the field, the aircraft,
and the results.

reflected it. Weather was good with temperatures climbing
throughout the day. There was wind, which at times
approached 12-15 mph, but never unflyable. In short, it was a
good test of man and equipment.
In the end, our current (and 12-time) National Champion,
Paul Walker, was the top qualifier, closely followed by David
Fitzgerald and Orestes Hernandez. Once again, Richard Oliver,
the 2014 alternate, was making a strong push to make the team.
Doug Moon, another former Nats champ was just a few points
away.
Next were former junior team member, Chris Rud, and 2014
team member, Howard Rush.
Of note was Chris Rud’s plane; it was Bill Werwage’s
original Junar. That plane is older than Chris and had been
flown in previous world championships by Bill. The
qualifications were an endurance test and the finalists earned
their places.

Finals
Sunday morning dawned cool and the flying once again
started promptly at 8:30 a.m. Dead calm greeted the early
contestants, challenging every bit of their skill.
As the day progressed, rising temperatures brought
intermittent thermals and shifting light winds—yet another test of
skill.
As the scores were posted in the second round, the high
qualifiers were holding firm. Paul, David, and Orestes were
leading in that order. Chris Rud had pulled up to be in contention
along with Richard Oliver and Howard Rush.
There was a place up for grabs, however, with a high finalround flight. Paul and Orestes posted the clear high scores of the
round, and David bested Chris for the final team place. We have a
highly qualified team to represent us in Australia later this year!
There were a number of excellent-flying planes and differing
approaches in the finals. The breakdown for the power was four
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electric, four PAs( 75,65,61 ), and two
Rojet 67s. Except for one Hubin system,
the electrics were employing the Igor
Burger motor control system which
simulates the on/off characteristics of a
good pipe system. Two of the team used
this to good effect. It must be said that this
is not a beginner’s system: It requires
technical expertise with many flights and
consistent practice, but it does work well
and is worth the effort to achieve top
performance.
The remaining piped airplanes ran well
as expected at this level, as is always the
case. Changing conditions required
adjustments to maintain the proper drive in
the maneuvers. Adjusting the needle will
only give so much, leading most IC users
to increase the nitro content in their fuels,
often between rounds. Several fliers missed
their “needle,” and by contrast, the electrics
simply dialed up the rpm.
The top planes were all familiar and
well proven. Paul’s Nats-winning Impact,
Orestes’ Yatseniko Shark, and David’s
Stargazer, have all been around! Watching
them carefully it is obvious how well
trimmed they are.
They fly on “rails” and never lose drive,

Above: Mike Scott processes his version of
Bob Gieseke’s 1999 Bear while Contest
Director extraordinaire, Frank Williams
records some data. Mike’s ship features
longer moments and a thicker stab than
Bob’s original. It is powered by a PA .75,
and automotive paints were used to finish
the model.

Left: Orestes Hernandez waits for his turn to
put his electric powered Yatsenko Shark on
the scales.
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regardless of the conditions, the mark of
great “packages” and competition
experience. Of note here are the “tight”
maneuvers and very sharp corners flown
by the top fliers. It is extremely difficult
to fly consistently error-free maneuvers
in varying conditions.
Chris Rud flew extremely well
overcoming a series of prior aircraft
accidents, after losing first one, a second
and then a third original-design Typhoon,
he was out of time to build another.
Chris’s mentor, former world champion
Bill Werwage loaned him one out of his
stable. The one they chose was a Junar
which had been to several world
competitions. The plane was actually
older than Chris and you could still see
the repairs from a broken gear suffered
overseas.
Still one of the lightest there, this was
a plane you would “want” to fly. “Little
Billy,” as we dubbed Chris, did his
mentor proud! For those of us who have
Photos by John Hill

Above: Left to right in this photo we see Contest
Director, Frank Williams, John Hill on the computer,
and Bill Rutherford and Frank McMillan helping out
with processing.

Left: Note the camera on Josias Delgado’s cap. I
guess he wanted a complete record of his Team
Trials experience!
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been around a while, you could hear Billy in the engine run.
No contest runs as smoothly as this without solid preparation.
This was months in the planning. Frank Williams’ thoroughly
professional management of the whole effort can not be
overstated. The team of tabulators—Edie Oliver, Stella Hill, and
Sheila Cranfield—had multiple training sessions on the Howard
Rush software program, ably guided by John Hill, our IT
manager. It showed with smooth and efficient functioning.
Smooth flow of the competitive flights was ably coordinated
by many-time international competitor, Tom Fluker, and our
Left: The pilots’ meeting at the County Meeting Room went off without a hitch
and was well attended.
Below: Kenny Stevens tried to make it two teams in a row, but fell short on this
occasion. Kenny flew his beautifully built and finished, electric powered SVE22.
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All of the fliers, and the
management as well, owe a
huge debt of thanks to
Darrell Harvin, who spent
several late nights at the
field digging holes in the
hard ground to accept the
height marker poles. It’s a
wonder he was awake
enough to fly! Thanks,
Darrell!

wonderful pull-test team of Linda Gleason and Kathleen
Finally, this was a terrific contest for contestants and
Patterson. Marilee McMillan and Don Cranfield were seamless in spectators alike. Thanks to the District VIII people for taking it
keeping the score sheets flowing from judges to tabulators
on and ensuring every detail was addressed so that the fliers just
through the long hot days.
flew and the judges judged. There aren’t enough superlatives!
The fact that everything ran well
and the field was superbly prepared
was due to a lot of hard work by the
local Houston fliers. Many hours
Rich Oliver chose to fly his Kaz
were spent by Carl Chapman, Mark
Minato-designed Blue Max in
Troutman, Darrel Harvin, Bill
the contest. It is powered, of
Rutherford, and Frank Williams.
course, by a RoJett 67 on his
own-design carbon-fiber tuned
Well done! Carl also saw to the
pipe. Rich finished in the
lunch that was served on both days.
Second Alternate position.
All of the District VIII ladies
provided wonderful desserts to
complete a relaxing midday break.
Subjective judging is
exceptionally difficult, especially so
maintaining consistency throughout
a long day under hot conditions. Our
judges are to be highly commended
for their excellent work—a tough
job well done! Once again, our head
judge, Gary McCellan, provided
long experience in the FAI scoring
system. His longtime judging
partner, Warren Tiahrt, also
provided many years of judging
experience. Filling out the selected
judges were Bill Gruber, Jim Lynch,
Bob Howard, and Doug Patterson.
Thanks for volunteering your time
and dedication. We couldn’t have
done this without you.
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Orestes Hernandez finished in the secondplace spot this time, ensuring himself a trip
to Australia in 2016. Orestes practices
almost constantly and his flying is very
consistent as a result.

Here’s that famous Oklahoma team of
Colleen and Joe Gilbert. Joe flew his
well-traveled, RoJett 67-powered
Hawker Hurricane model at the team
trials.
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Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Contestant
Paul Walker
Orestes Hernandez
David Fitzgerald
Chris Rud
Richard Oliver
Howard Rush
Doug Moon
Joe Gilbert
Frank McMillan
Kenny Stevens
Steve Moon
Eric Taylor
Josias Delgado
Darrell Harvin
Mike Scott
Dave Trible
Wes Eakin

Senior Qualification Rounds
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4
1139.00 1167.03 1162.80 1191.76
1142.46 1171.93 1159.83
0
1163.56 1150.50 1173.93 1170.10
1065.98 1131.19 1145.06 1130.06
1097.93 1074.93 1175.03 1121.26
1100.19 1151.36 1115.76 1140.76
1106.53 1132.23 1154.10 1137.56
1091.63 1144.46 1104.39 1090.76
1072.30 1129.76 1075.63 1142.13
1093.50 1096.00 1134.50 1077.86
881.50
1062.46 1127.90 1036.50
1020.76 1125.89 1050.66 1128.90
1058.23 1038.46 1075.63 1010.00
989.43
1042.70 1065.56
982.63
1017.09 1032.83 1040.46 1002.20
948.56
1034.90
995.76
1036.40
962.86
1041.50
981.03
1022.20
Qual.
Total
2354.56
2331.76
2344.02
2276.25
2296.29
2267.12
2291.66
2248.85
2217.76
2230.50
2190.36
2179.56
2114.09
2108.26
2073.29
2032.16
2022.53

Senior Finals
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
1173.29 1186.08 1193.70
1180.31 1168.80 1192.16
1174.94 1181.29 1182.81
1179.10 1175.53 1178.68
1138.61 1160.70 1183.61
1149.81 1167.23 1167.13
1147.85 1152.60 1178.83
1131.53 1144.16 1148.00
1106.71 1137.90 1148.78
1112.00 1126.73 1134.38

FAI Control Line Precision Aerobatics (F2B)
US Team Selection, 2015
Finals
Total
2379.78
2372.47
2364.10
2357.78
2344.31
2334.36
2331.43
2292.16
2286.68
2261.11

Howard Rush flew this Paul
Walker-designed Impact. It is
powered by an E-Flite 32, running
on a 6-cell TP 2,700 mAh battery.
Howard uses a Jeti Spin 66, an Igor
autothrottle, and a Tim Wescottdesigned TUT for supplementary
autothrottle modes and mode logic.

Frank Williams hand-painted the AMA and FAI logos on the field. The field
preparation was second to none for a team trials contest. Don’t be
surprised if the trials are held at this field again in two years!
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Left: A Randy Smith-designed Katana was the weapon of choice for
Wes Eakin.

Above: Dave Trible lost his brand new
model while practicing for the team
trials. He was not going to compete
because he didn’t have a back-up
model. Rich Oliver came to the rescue
and loaned Dave one of his Maverick
models with which to compete. That’s
sportsmanship!

Left: Doug Moon gives his brother,
Steve’s Furias 96S a launch. The
Furias 96S is powered by a Discovery
Retro 76 engine.
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Frank McMillan poses with his Stardust original,(left in
photo), while Joe Gilbert prepares his Hawker
Hurricane for an official flight.

Eric Taylor flew this Randy Smith-designed Katana in the contest. He’s a steadily improving flier and is one to watch in the future.
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Above: Howard Rush strolls to the
center of the circle for an official
flight as Paul Walker prepares to
launch Howard’s electric powered
Impact.

Left: John Hill and Shelia Cranfill
seem engrossed in tabulating a
score while Rich and Edie Oliver
look on with interest.
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Left: Joe Gilbert prepares to
crank the RoJett 67 in his
Hurricane, while his wife,
Colleen holds.

Right: Josias Delgado has been campaigning this neat
Yatsenko Shark for several years. It’s electric powered.

Left: Stella Hill (left), Edie
Oliver (right) and Shelia
Cranfill (back to camera)
are working hard
tabulating scores while
Rich Oliver takes a
breather in the shade.
Typical; the ladies work
while the men play and
rest…
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The surprise of the trials was the First Alternate placing by Chris Rud. Chris had lost three airplanes during the season and borrowed this 35-year-old Junar from Bill
Werwage. The plane is several years older than Chris!
Left: The eventual
winner of the team
trials, Paul Walker,
signals for the start
of his winning
flight. Paul’s
Predator was
powered by an EFlite 32 with
Thunder Power 6S
2,700 mAh Pro Lite
battery and the Jeti
Spin 66 with the
Igor Burger throttle
control hardware.
Paul also used the
new 11 x 5 3blade, hollowcarbon prop, which
is also available
through Igor.
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Here’s a study in concentration. Doug Moon focuses on his Geo-Bear just as it is released for a flight.
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Steve Moon’s original design Furias 96S is powered by a side mounted
Discovery Retro 76 engine. A Vox T-40-X 14 x 7,5 prop is used and the
plane weighs in at 65 ounces.

Doug Moon’s Geo-Bear is powered by a PA 65 that is fitted with an Aero
Pipe carbon tuned pipe. He runs an Eather 2-blade 14 x 4 prop on his plane.

The paint job on Paul Walker’s winning Predator is simply
amazing. It was developed in collaboration with Sina
Goudarzi.
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Meet the new United States 2016 FAI F2B Team: From left to right are Orestes Hernandez (second place), Dave Fitzgerald (third), and Paul Walker (first). Frank
Williams at the far right in the photo has just awarded the team their custom-made trophies.

These incredibly gifted stunt fliers have represented us as a group before in world competition. They are seasoned and ready to go “down under” and win for us!
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F4B Team Trials—Did We
Have What It Takes?
by Mark Troutman

There’s an old military joke that features a sergeant asking for
volunteers, and the whole platoon takes one step back except for
one guy not paying attention who suddenly becomes the
volunteer. When Frank Williams told me that he was submitting
our home flying field, Scobee Field in Katy, Texas, to be the site
of the 2015 USA F2B Team Selection, and about all the work that
would be required to get our field into team selection shape, I
suddenly realized I was the guy not paying attention and was the
volunteer.
I was filled with hope that I might finally see the best Stunt
fliers, at their best, vying for a chance to go to Perth, Australia, in
2016, and represent the USA against the best in the world. I was
also filled with fear, as I have been a Contest Director for big
Free Flight contests and knew hosting a team selection would be
tough and very serious business, and that our site would have to
be in the best shape possible to do justice to such an event.
There are essentially five guys who make up the core of the
Katy, Texas, Scobee Field Stunt flying community: Frank
Williams, Bill Rutherford, Darrell Harvin, Carl Chapman, and
me. And, since I live the closest and I’m retired, I knew that a lot

of the preparation work would have to fall my way.
I knew that once the contest got started, the District VIII
PAMPA community would all pitch in and make it run as
smoothly as all our local contests do. We have great men and
women who love their support rolls, and when it was time for the
trials, they would once again step up. My worry was having a
place to step up to…
Scobee is one of the world’s best Control Line facilities, and I
say that having seen many of the world’s sites, as well as a lot of
the US facilities during my serious competition Free Flight days.
It features two smooth concrete circles and two level grass circles
with concrete centers, with a pavilion between for shade and
scoring.
The tree lines are far enough away not to cause turbulence,
and the winds are usually light to moderate in October. So, from a
pure facility standpoint we had what was needed to have a firstclass competition. We also have men’s and women’s toilets
maintained by the county with running water and a nice airconditioned modelers’ clubhouse that seats 40 and is within a
short walk.

Here’s the Stunt pavilion three weeks before the team trials. There were eight inches of rain in 24 hours—a CD’s worst nightmare.
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Above: Here’s circle number one three weeks before the Team Trails, surrounded by a foot of water.
Left: This is the same pit area during the first day of the Team Trials after all the work to get it ready.

That’s the good news. This year has been the wettest year in
recent memory and the field is located in the middle of a very
large reservoir, providing drainage and water storage to prevent
the city of Houston from flooding. It is also a wild game
preserve.
Three times this year the field was entirely under water for
days, with the exception of the concrete circles, which were built
to be the highest points in the area. I had this vision of a previous
world champion type being taken to the circle in a canoe with
judges in hip boots, trench coats, and rain slicker hats trying to
see his model as it careened through a Catagory 3 hurricaneinduced wind, as October is still hurricane season down here.
Wild animals
Being a wild life preserve, our facility has issues, like herds of
wild hogs occasionally roaming through the flying site. As
recently as this July, in an effort to decrease the population of
hogs, the county was trapping 60 hogs a week. At 300 to 400
pounds, with serious tusks, it’s not a pretty picture when one of
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them decides you’re in its way.
Also, being a reservoir, our
area has water everywhere. Most
of the non-developed areas,
which are wooded and are
measured in square miles, are
swamps. This means we have
food, water, and lots of sun to
grow anything. We specialize in
big poisonous snakes, possums,
raccoons, armadillos, deer, and
alligators.
It’s very common to see 4- to
8-foot-long alligators in the
canals and streams that run all
through the reservoir. Lots of big
birds live there and fly through
as well, so the possibilities of
weird encounters with wildlife

Photos by John Hill

on the ground and in
the air both crossed
my mind and made me
nervous. Early this
year, I was flying with
the usual suspects, and
upon landing found
myself staring at a 3foot snake that was
approaching me while
the others just laughed
and said, “Welcome to
Texas!”
Fire Ants
We have fire ants in
Texas—lots of them—
and they really hurt if
they bite you. The area
to be used had never
been treated against
these ants. To give you
some idea of the
situation, over $150
worth of fire ant killer
was used to treat over
400 separate mounds
in the four months
leading up to the
finals. Almost each
day the area would be

walked first thing in the morning and any new mounds would be
treated.
I don’t think you ever really kill fire ants; you just move them
around. Every day new mounds would appear somewhere.
Fortunately, during the contest we had only two victims. They
accidentally found a nest of fire ants under a walkway hiding and
just waiting for the “Pit Ladies” to take a break. My apologies,
but we tried ...
The Circles
In the weeks leading up to the event, both circles were
pressure-washed in the middle, appropriate lines painted (it takes
two and a half spray cans to paint one 70-foot circle, and we
painted a bunch of them), and AMA and FAI emblems handpainted by Frank Williams.
The grass circles at Scobee are normally mowed twice a
month by the county, rain or shine. That means a real big tractor
pulling three gang mowers at breakneck speed mows the area,
and it keeps the animal life at bay and the grass below ankle
level. It also means if it’s wet the tractor digs big ruts, and that’s
just fine with the county as it’s a “reservoir.” This is normally
more than acceptable as the grass circles are used for Combat,
and they (sorry Howard) just make more ruts most of the time
when they fly.
Funny thing about a US Corps of Engineers-managed
reservoir. You are not allowed to bring dirt in or remove dirt! You
can sort of move dirt, but you can’t disrupt the flow pattern of
water coming and going and, yes, they do care, a lot! The grass
circles, with many animal holes and various minor uneven issues,
had to be hand-filled, as we couldn’t be seen moving any
significant dirt using motorized vehicles.
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The Ruts
This meant covert operations to fill major ruts so the Corp of
Engineers wouldn’t notice we might be changing the water flow a
little (I hope none of them are PAMPA members and readers of
Stunt News. —Ed.). We also had to dig small drainage canals to
remove standing water. Covert in this case means work done by
single individuals at the crack of dawn or at night. Amazing how
much dry grass/dirt can be moved by hand if you really have to.
Ruts filled, drainage canals dug and operational, and no one was
the wiser!
The Poles
The circles were great for local and regional contests, which
had been held since the early 1980s. What was required for a
team selection were eight poles positioned 45° apart, with twofoot squares exactly four feet high at the bottom and six feet high
at the top as measured from the center of the circle looking
outward per FAI specifications.
Since our land around the circles drops off unevenly, we
couldn’t just build some portable stands and set them out when
the time came, as these had to be at exactly the right angles and
all at the same height. This meant transoms, geometry, weird
leveling devices using 400 feet of hose with plastic (Harbor
Freight $9.95 on sale for $5.99) leveling devices, four
chiefs/engineers giving instructions, and one poor Indian with a
post-hole digger. It was ugly.
The first circle was done digging holes right after one of the
major floods of the season (see the photo). The wild hogs would
have fit right in that mud hole. Ankle deep in really putridsmelling mud, with one guy high and dry in the middle of the
circle with the transom telling three guys in the mud to move
“One quarter inch to the right; no, one eighth inch to the left” as
our shoes slowly filled with smelly water. Circle one was finished
and no one was killed, but it did have to come to a vote. It was
decided to let the ground dry before the second circle poles were
installed—big mistake!
Scobee field’s base dirt is a clay-based substance. It’s very
similar to slick concrete when dry and thick, gooey modeling
clay when wet. We let it dry for three weeks and then discovered
our mistake. The wet spring/early summer had given way to a
very dry month of September.
Frank decided that manual labor was not the way to go this
time and rented a motorized auger drill that he figured should
have knocked the remaining eight pole holes out in minutes.
Frank and I are not small people, and with both of us pushing
down on the drill and the little Briggs and Stratton engine giving
it all it had, we succeeded and drilled down approximately one
inch.
The task was passed to Darrell and, once again, another ½inch of depth was achieved. The clay dirt literally just glazed
over as the bit hit it and turned in to polished glass. We were
running out of time, and ideas, when Darrell just took over.
Darrell works nights and would come out at 2 a.m. from work
with a night light, buckets of water, a post-hole digger, and a
hammer and chisel and manually loosen the dirt and then posthole dig it out. He averaged one hole a day as we went down
about 22 inches. My job each morning was to fill all the hole
locations with water to try to keep them soft and check to see if
Darrell had died the night before of heat stroke, as even at night it
was very hot and humid.
It was our version of a recreation of the Bataan death march
staring Darrell Harvin. Anyone who flew at the team selection
should go up to Darrell next time you see him, shake his hand,
and just say, “Thanks for the poles on circle two.” He will
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understand and nothing more will need to be said. It will be like a
secret acknowledgement of his having gone way above and
beyond for the good of the hobby.
The Long-Tailed Weasel and Armadillos
Two weeks before the Team Trials, I had just finished the fireant patrol and was flying on the first concrete circle when my eye
caught a glimpse of something alive on the first grass circle. As
the laps went by the animal got bigger and longer, and to my
surprise there stood a full-grown weasel. This is a very bad
animal to have living in your circle!
Upon landing, I inspected the area he came from and found a
large hole just off the concrete pad that had to be filled for fear of
someone falling in and breaking an ankle or having their ankle
eaten by the weasel. I tried all the known tricks for weasel
removal. I threw moth balls down the hole which is a sure way to
get rid of skunks; I poured water down the hole; I the filled the
hole with dirt and stomped it down and poured water on that,
essentially creating the concrete substance the rest of the field
was made of.
This went on for two weeks. Every morning I went out very
early and refilled the hole, as every time I came out the hole was
reopened and the sounds of a weasel’s laughing could be heard. I
can assure you the weasel still lives there and I have given up. In
the second grass circle I had a small armadillo doing the same
thing, so if you want to know what doesn’t work to make either
animal move, just ask. It was literally a scene out of the movie
Caddy Shack with me playing the Bill Murray-assistantgroundskeeper role.
Grass Mowing
As I mentioned before, the county mows the grass twice a
month, rain or shine, and can make a real mess of the ground if
done when really wet. They have big 4-wheel-drive tractors and I
have seen them stuck up to their axles many times in the area
around the circles. This required involvement with the county to
make sure the grass got mowed when needed, was not mowed
when wet, and was mowed with smaller mowers that would make
it smooth on the grass circles. We are talking government paper
work, formal requests, two meetings with the boss, and bribes of
doughnuts to the actual workers.
On the Wednesday before the contest, all was set. The mini
mowers were scheduled, the areas were laid out, and all I had to
do was sit back and watch it happen. The schedule was for 7 a.m.,
as that way they would be done by 8 a.m. and everyone could
practice on all four circles, since there were already participants
arriving and ready to go.
Just one small problem: The grass cutters didn’t show. By 8
a.m. I was worried and by 9 a.m. I was ready to go all “Navy” on
them. Note: Mr Troutman, at the age of 18 went to work for the
Navy as a civilian flight-test engineer apprentice. He was
assigned to two Navy ordnance chiefs who took it upon
themselves to teach Mr. Troutman how to properly speak Navy
on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier during retrieval and launch
operations.
None of the words Mr. Troutman learned from the two chiefs
can be used in mixed company or in front of any civilized human
being. When the head of the grass cutters heard my opening salvo
reviewing the plan he had agreed to, a quiet developed on the
other end of the line. Within 15 minutes a full crew of grass
cutters, weed whackers, and cutting blowers appeared and did a
wonderful job on all the areas except the ones we had specifically
asked to be cut. No good deed goes unpunished! I ended up
getting my push mower and doing all the pits.

The Team Trials
for power. Early the next day Richard’s number-two model,
Four months of constant worry about the weather, the heat, the which he had flown at the Nats and won many local contests
wildlife, the ruts, and the circle poles, and finally it was here. The with, was sitting there, and by midmorning David was back in the
little band of brothers had pulled it off after a lot of hard work.
air using his engine package from the crashed model as Richard
The field looked great, the weather was nearly perfect, and the
made sure he brought a model that would allow that. Few people
facilities were all ready. The District VIII crowd had arrived and
even knew what happened, but I knew. It was a really class act.
the Howard Rush-developed computerized scoring system was
David got to practice enough to be competitive, and that is what
up with John Hill’s generator running like a top and John at the
modeling is all about.
keyboard.
In the end we heard nothing but kind words about the facility
The guys and girls took over everything from pull testing to
and the efforts put forth to make it all happen. It was extremely
practice flying to warming up the judges. The food was brought
gratifying to hear people like Bill Lee say our grass practice
in by all the wives, and Carl said it was outstanding. Every judge
circles where better then what they flew on in Poland at the last
was there and on time. The shade tents were in place, and the pits World Champs.
worked like a charm. Four months of work and suddenly I looked
Would we do it again? I hope we get the chance, but if you’re
out to notice Paul Walker on circle one. Dave Fitzgerald was on
ever asked to host a Team Trials, make sure there is no one
circle two, Orestes Hernandez was on the first grass circle, and
behind you in case you need to take a quick step backward. Ha!
Richard Oliver was on the second; it was big-time Stunt at its
—Mark Troutman
finest on our home field.
From Tuesday through
Sunday some of the best
there flew magnificently,
and Frank Williams and I
were like little kids at a
circus not knowing what to
watch next. Darrell got to
fly after all his hard work
and we were proud of him,
as he didn’t get as much
practice in as he would have
liked because he had
worked so hard getting the
field ready.
As a side note, we had
one incident on the
Thursday before the event
that defines why I fly Stunt.
David Trible’s model shed a
wing and was destroyed in
practice. I walked over to
help pick it up and asked
simply if he had a backup.
His answer was, “No, I’m
done.”
I know the time and
effort it takes to get ready
for something like this, and
just an hour earlier I was
admiring his beautiful
model that he showed me in
detail. I walked over to
Frank Williams and Joe
Gilbert and simply said
what a shame it was to come
all this way and not even get
to fly.
We each went through
what we had to lend him for
a model to at least compete
with. Joe finally said, “Let’s
call Richard Oliver,” who
was still at his home just
north of Houston. The
conversation lasted about
one minute with Richard
asking what David was using All of the models ready and waiting for the start of the day. It was a real who’s-who of top Stunt fliers.
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by Bill Rutherford

Paul Walker’s Predator glides in
smoothly for a perfect landing and a
first place finish at the 2015 Team
Trials in Houston, Texas.

Most Sundays, those of
us who live in the
Houston area get
together at Scobee field
for a flying session. The
2014 Nats had come and
gone and we had one
contest left, so we were
getting in some practice.
The usual group was
there.
At noon the four of us
adjourned to the local
burger joint, and halfway
through lunch Frank
Williams asked if anyone
was going to the next
F2B FAI tryouts. Darrell
Harvin said, “No. It’s
just too far.” Carl
Chapman gave a firm no.
I thought about it for a
minute and said, “I
would like to fly in the
tryouts just to see how I
do, but it’s just too far to
make that trip twice a
year.”
Frank just smiled and
said, “If they were held
in Houston, would you
go, Bill?” I said, “Well,
yeah, Frank, sure I
would go, but we all
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And, here’s the Predator’s pilot, Paul
Walker, concentrating hard and
determined as always.

Photos by David Russom

The Predator is a formidable machine
with development roots that go back
many years. Paul has embraced
electric power and uses one of Igor
Burger’s motor management systems
in his ship.

know they will be in Muncie.” Frank smiled and said, “Why
don’t we put in a bid to get them? We have a world-class facility
here; if we have it in October the weather will be fine. We’ll have
all the manpower we would need, and we won’t have to drive to
Muncie.” We all agreed to give it a try and Frank [being a CD]
sent the bid off.
Six weeks later Darrell, Carl, Mark Troutman, and Don
Cranfill were having our weekly flying session when Frank drove
up with a big smile on his face and stated, “Hey guys, they
accepted our bid!” None of us could believe it.
Our first planning session was at the local burger joint. Frank
took charge and we all asked, “Whatcha need us to do?” I was
surprised to learn about all the work that needed to be done to the
two circles to get them into FAI shape. Over the next few months
a lot of work parties were scheduled.
We have two concrete circles and two grass circles with
cement centers. A transom was obtained, and after much
measuring and digging the height markers were installed. A lot of
time was spent getting them just as the rulebook said. And, all the
height markers had to be made. Frank, Mark, Darrell, and Carl
did most of the work. Then when the first circle was done, we
had to do it all again on circle two.
As the Team Trials got closer, Frank contacted the city about
getting use of a building for Friday’s weigh-in and meeting. He
also had the city schedule a lot of extra mowing (and he later
mentioned they were surprisingly accommodating). Mark
Troutman then took it upon himself to get the fire ants under
control. I think he treated over four hundred mounds. He also

brought his mower out for some special trimming.
As time progressed, I could feel the excitement building in our
group. We have no official club in Houston—only a few guys
who have been friends for many decades. We met for a flying
session on the Sunday before the Team Trials and agreed that we
were ready.
Carl took charge of feeding the crowd. We thought, rather than
everyone driving off to find something for lunch, we would just
provide it at the field. The wives volunteered to bring snacks, and
did they ever! No one went hungry with that good old Texas
cooking.
The competitors started showing up on Tuesday, and by
Friday, we had 17 pilots.
Dave Trible had a really good-looking bird; unfortunately, the
outboard wing departed the rest of the airframe during a practice
flight. Richard Oliver took pity on him and drove the 150-mile
round trip to his home to get one of his planes to loan to Dave.
That’s what I call sportsmanship, friendship, and just caring for
your fellow competitor.
On the same note, Chris Rud found himself without an
airplane two weeks before the trials, and Bill Werwage came
through and loaned him his original Junar. You might remember
that this Junar has a world champ pedigree. Funny thing is, the
airplane is two years older than Chris!
Frank elected to use Howard Rush’s Nats system for flight
order. There would be no seeding. Just pick your numbered pingpong ball, and that’s your flight order for the first four rounds.
There were two groups, and each group would fly two rounds
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Joe Gilbert refers to his original-design stunter as a “Cartoon Hurricane.” The model is based on Bob
Hunt’s Genesis 46 Mk III wing, and is a great flyer.

before each set of three judges. So, each pilot would fly four
flew very soft corners. Most flew lap times in the five-two to
flights on Saturday.
five-four second range. I also watched the pilots’ stances and how
Bill Lee is an FAI jurist, and he had to quote the rules a few
much they moved their flying hands around. (The top guys don’t
times. It was back to the field for some more practice. This went
move their hands much.)
on until the sun set.
As a spectator, you can learn so much by watching a top-notch
Saturday, at promptly 7:30 a.m., this
scribe (and Dale Gleason) flew the warm-up
flights for the judges. I think I gave them a
lot to talk about. Not one of my better flights.
While this was going on, many more practice
flights took place on the grass and cement
circles.
At 8:30, the first flights took off. My
grandson, Ryan Young, and I were circle
timers. This could have been handled by one
of the judges, but FAI rules state you must
have an official timer for each circle. Frank
[our CD] was doing it by the book.
I watched each flight as I was keeping
time, and I would start to notice that some of
the same mistakes were made over and over
again, by many pilots. A lot of guys had
trouble with the Overhead Eight, the FourLeaf Clover, and, surprisingly, Landing.
Yeah, landings! The experienced FAI pilots
did just fine on landings, but most guys lost a
few points there.
We spent a lot of time getting the height
markers just as the rule states, but some flew
Joe has been flying his Hurricane for the past couple of seasons, and he’s become very consistent
above them and some below. A lot of pilots
with it. He’s a rising star in the CL Stunt world.
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Yet another well-traveled model is
Howard Rush’s Paul Walkerdesigned Impact. Howard also uses
Igor Burger’s electric motor
management system, in conjunction
with Tim Wescott’s TUT device.

David Fitzgerald also flew a veteran
model at the team trials. His
original-design ThunderGazer is
based on a Bill Werwage-developed
Geo-Bolt wing. David placed third
on this occasion and will be heading
for Australia as a team member.

pilot. Not just in the circle but also how they get
ready in the pit. It’s all business with no unneeded
conversation. Some guys fly in the Team Trials
just to see how they will stack up against the big
boys, and that is one of the things that makes the
contest fun. You get judged by some of the best
judges in the world.
These guys know what they are looking at;
most all of the judges there had judged at the
Nats. Some guys tried to play it safe and flew a
soft but accurate pattern, as you only had to make
the top 10 to fly on Sunday. Others went all out
on every flight, as that’s the only way they know
how to fly.
The way it worked is Group A flew one round
on Circle 3, as Group B flew their round on Circle
4.Then Group A flew the next round on Circle 4
and Group B flew on Circle 3. We then broke for
lunch. Carl did a really good job of organizing the
food for the contestants and judges. You had your
choice of sandwich and dessert. You could eat as
much as you wanted for a small donation. The
spectators also enjoyed lunch. Our wives really
put on a show of Texas hospitality.
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Note the custom-made carbonfiber landing gear on Howard’s
Impact. He made the mold and
produced them himself. Howard
also has a device of his own
design onboard to remind him if
he’s about to takeoff with an
uncharged battery. That’s a
great idea!

An hour
later Frank
blew his
air horn
and the
third round
started
right on
time. The
first two
flights’
maneuvers
were in
sync
within just
a couple
seconds of
each other.
The next
two rounds
were
flown just
like the
first. At
the end of

Frank McMillan’s original-design
Stardust is based on a Bill
Werwage-developed Geo-XL wing.
Frank’s models are always
beautifully finished and they also fly
extremely well.
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qualifications, each pilot
had flown two rounds
before each set of judges.
The high scores for
Circles 3 and 4 were
added together, and we
had our 10 finalists. The
wind had been light and
variable the whole day
and the weather close to
perfect. Also of note was
the speed with which the
scores were posted. Stella
Hill, Edie Oliver, and
Shelia Cranfill really did a
wonderful job. (There was
one glitch that John Hill
and Howard Rush sorted
out in a few minutes.)
Sunday started off with
a warm-up flight by Don
Cranfill. There was not a
cloud in the sky, and there
was a very light wind. It
looked like Stunt heaven
until you saw the wind
was blowing toward the
sun. Another note on the
weather: whereas the
wind was light,
throughout the day it kept
changing. A lot of the
pilots had trouble telling
the judges where to stand.

The photos on this page depict the Bill Werwage-designed-and-built Junar that was used at the trials by
Chris Rud. Chris lost three brand-new models in the months prior to the team trials, and yet still finished in
the First Alternate position flying this borrowed ship, which is several years older than Chris is! Watch out,
guys, he’s going to be a great one…
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Steve Moon’s Furias 96S is a beautiful model. Note the
cheek cowls, the tip plates on the stabilizer, and the
vortex generators on the wing. Steve is another rapidly
improving flier and one to watch in the future.

You would get them upwind, and as you started your engine, the
wind would change. It got worse later in the day, especially in the
third round.
After two rounds it was Walker, Hernandez, Fitzgerald, Rud,
and Oliver in the top spots in that order. Doug Moon would have
been in the running, but he seemed to be having some trouble
with the height markers.
Flying Billy Werwage’s 33-year-old Junar, Chris Rud was
really putting on a show. It was really exciting to watch him fly,
especially the corners. His outsides were just a wee bit higher
than his insides. It was only noticeable if you really watched
closely. Walker and Hernandez had solid flights and could have
passed on the final flight, but fly they did. They probably had the
most practice flights and it certainly showed.
The third round was going to be interesting as Fitzgerald only
had a few points over Rud, and Oliver was coming on strong with
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really impressive flights. Fitzgerald was going to have to put up
his best flight of the day, and he did. In the end, he showed what
a champion he is. Edged out of third by only a few points, Rud is
a force to be reckoned with, and when they’re on, Moon and
Oliver are at the top.
The judging was top-notch all the way. The judges did an
outstanding job and picked the strongest team the USA could
produce. This is the same team that we have sent before, and they
have won the Team Championship more than once.
Yes, you could say, “It’s the same old team,” but these guys
proved they are the best. They definitely didn’t get a free ride in
Houston. These contestants earned their spots on the team, and
we all should be glad they’re representing the United States.
I guess we’ll have to wait until May to see how our team does.
Knowing them, I’m sure they will do just fine.
&
!
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Above: Compare the wing chord widths on these two models. Note that the Junar has a fairly low aspect ratio design with a wider-than-normal average chord, while
David Fitzgerald’s ThunderGazer has a much narrower average chord and hence a higher aspect ratio. And, both wings work well in most conditions!
Below: Left to right we see here the First Alternate’s plane, Chris Rud’s borrowed Junar, David Fitzgerald’s third-placing ThunderGazer, Paul Walker’s winning
Predator, and the second-place Shark that belongs to Orestes Hernandez. We will be well represented in Australia!
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David Russum’s camera caught Orestes’s Shark in a
wingover. Will the team have to perform “wingunders” in
Australia? Enquiring minds want to know… Good luck to
our entire team; go get the Gold guys!
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'
by Will DeMauro

'
As most of you know, I ask for material to try to keep this
column interesting. I am not an engineer, so I rarely get very
technical with my articles and tend to gear them toward the end
user and provide interesting information that all can use.
For this issue I was much honored to have Wolfgang
Nieuwkamp send me a very nice acticle that he wrote about a
variable-pitch propeller system which he has developed. I would
like to share this with my readers, and I hope you enjoy it as
much as I have. Thank you, Wolfgang.
Remember that if there is anything that anyone has to
contribute, it is always appreciated. Photos of your latest planes
and setups are always welcome.
&
!
A Variable-Pitch Propeller for Electric Motors by Wolfgang
Nieuwkamp
Full-scale airplanes quite often have propellers where the pitch
can be adjusted. During takeoff, the pitch should be low, middle
during cruising, and maximum when top speed is required. For
F2B internal-combustion engines, it is not practical to use
variable-pitch propellers because the crankshaft does not allow a
pushrod to pass through the engine, and systems mounted in front
of the engine become complicated and heavy. So we use uniflow
Figure 1. Mechanical
layout of the variablepitch propeller.

Figure 2. Electric
control system for
variable-pitch
propellers.
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tanks, tuned exhausts, and/or a 4-2-4 break to regulate the engine
speed during maneuvers.
These regulation systems do not work on electric F2B motors.
With a fixed-pitch propeller, the only way to adapt the thrust is to
regulate the speed. The speed can be kept constant—called
governor mode—or can be regulated using sensors carried on the
airplane. Constant speed means less pull overhead than during
horizontal flight, and a higher speed when diving. Sensor
regulated speed systems are often too slow, because of the inertia
of the propeller.
Electric F2B motors can be made with a hollow shaft,
allowing a pushrod to go through the motor, so the mechanism of
a variable-pitch propeller can be built on the front end of the
motor. The pushrod can be connected with a standard RC servo.
The pulses for the servo can be generated by the onboard timer.
Several years ago I started to develop my own timer, where an
acceleration sensor is used to adjust the revolution speed of the
motor so the line pull stays constant. It works but is slower than I
expected due to the already mentioned inertia of the propeller.
Also, the judges could hear the regulation, and they did not seem
to like that.
The next idea was to make use of the propeller’s inertia,
keeping the revolution speed constant and adjust the pitch to keep
the line pull constant. There are no such systems on the market

suitable for our F2B models, so I made one myself.
The timer now has to produce two pulses—one for the motor
controller, working in control line governor mode, and one for the
servo. Luckily, I could adapt my own timer to generate the two
pulses.
The mechanical system consists of a carrier block with four
ball bearings for the propeller blades, and one ball bearing for the
pitch-adjuster shaft. For the motor, I use a quadcopter type
without a shaft. For the propeller blades, I use the common
folding blades used by the RC sailplanes, available in many
diameters and nominal pitches. The servo is mounted on an
aluminum bracket.
Figure 5. The completed, ready-to-fly model is fitted with an Al Rabe-style
moveable rudder.

Figure 3. The first prototype is mounted on thrust-measuring device.

Figure 6. The pilot is
reading the FAI rule book.

The result is a pleasant, constant sound of the motor,
and a very quick thrust adaptation. Nice gimmick. After
the motor stops, the blades go (almost) in vane position for
10 seconds to minimize drag when flying the last laps.

A data log of the
Castle Creations timer
shows that the maximum
current during vertical
climb is around 35 amps, and
the minimum 10 to 12 amps.
Propeller: 12.5 x 6; power: 2,400 mAh;
weight: 1,700 grams (60 ounces); wingspan: 1.52 meters (60
inches).

Figure 4. The timer is mounted above the CG.

Figure 7. Castle Creations’ data log printout of two consecutive flights.

Since the mechanism was too big for a standard spinner, I
constructed one in a simple 3-D CAD system, and had it made by
a company specialized in 3-D printing.
The completed model is shown below, ready to fly. The pilot
is reading a copy of the F2B rules!

All together the design and building was a lot of work, but it
shows what can be done with electric motors. If you have any
questions, I can be contacted at wnieuwkamp@compuserve.com.
&
!#
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by Paul Walker

&
Now that you have the correct attitude and desire to fly in the
wind (reference the “Flying” column in the July/August of !
# ), it is time to discuss the finer points relating to flying in
the wind.
There are several critical factors to flying in the wind. They
are: 1) placement of maneuvers in the wind; 2) timing of
maneuvers; 3) sizes of the maneuvers; 4) shapes of maneuvers;
and 5) speed of the flight. In general, many of the following
statements apply to all maneuvers when flying in the wind.
If your goal is to maximize your score, you need to place all of
the maneuvers directly downwind. Why is that, you ask? First, it
gives the judges an undistorted view of each maneuver. If your
maneuver is way off from downwind, the judges can’t see the
correct geometry, and even if it looks correct to the pilot, it will
appear distorted to the judges. This is not the judges’ fault, nor
their task to interpret what it looked like from the pilot’s
perspective. Move it downwind to give the judges a clean view.
Secondly, it makes it easier to maintain the correct shape of the
maneuver, thus making the judges job of giving you a good score
easier! It’s a win-win situation.

should be. This happens " % frequently to a lot of pilots.
The way to get around this issue is to learn to fly to the shape
and ignore the timing metronome in your head. This takes some
practice, but is the only way I have been able to overcome this
issue. I always envision the shape of the maneuver and then try
my best to put the plane onto that shape.
Size Decision
When the wind is strong, you will have to make a decision as
to the size of the maneuvers you will make. If you force the
maneuvers to stay at 45°, it will make everything happen very
fast and push your plane to its limit, or past that point. You have
to know your plane, your abilities, and your practice level.
If you can keep the maneuvers to 45° without destroying the
shapes of the maneuvers, do so. If not, consider opening the sizes
to give you a bit more time in the maneuvers and to keep the
shapes good. This is an obvious tradeoff, as 45° should score
better, but if the maneuvers are misshapen as a result, you could
lose even more points than opening sizes up a bit. Now, what is a
“bit?” If you open maneuvers by 10°, then the top of the vertical
eight will be 20° past vertical, and that is easy for the judges to
see. Opening up 5° translates to 10° past vertical on the vertical
eight, and that is more difficult for the judges to see. Consider
what you are willing to risk on the scoresheet.

Timing in Maneuvers’
In the wind, your timing in maneuvers can be very different
than in the calm. If you are the type who flies to a metronome in
your head, then flying in the wind is going to be more
problematic. Consider the square eight, and what the plane is
Maintaining Shape
doing in that maneuver.
Shapes as discussed in the timing discussion are harder to
As the plane turns up to start the
maneuver, all seems well until the
second corner when the plane now is
headed back into the wind. It has now
turned two corners, slowed some, and
then pushes into the wind and slows
some more. The speed I am referencing
here is the plane’s speed relative to the
ground, which is easy for the pilot to
see and respond to.
So, in the second segment, it takes
the plane longer to get to the same
point in space to make the third corner.
If you are flying to a metronome in
your head, you will not fly the second
leg out far enough before the turn down
to the ground. Then things get crazier,
as when it turns down it will pick up
speed quickly, and the fourth corner
gets there real fast.
Then the fourth corner is turned and
it rockets towards the next corner and
the first intersection. By this time you
will be well past the established
vertical, and the next vertical segment
Since we didn’t have any photos that accurately depict flying in the wind, we
will be obviously to the left of the first.
thought we’d just present more of David Russum’s great shots from the team
On the outside segment, the same thing
trials. First up here is the author’s Predator in flight. It is a great wind machine,
will happen, only this time the vertical
and with it Paul won the Team Trials! Photo by David Russum.
segment will be to the right of where it
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maintain in wind. The round eights have the same issue as the
square eights, and I have seen
% egg shaped loops in the wind
on the round eights because the pilots “timing” wants something
different than the wind will allow.
I have to consciously push the round eights out on the top part
of the loops to maintain shapes and intersections. This can be
difficult for the pilot to see sometimes, and a coach who can
watch this and assess what you are doing is very helpful.
I have been guilty of this, and my past coach, Don McClave,
would easily see it and tell me. It would take a flight or two to
adjust, and once adjusted, I could see what he was saying.
Practice making the shapes correct, and many of the other issues
will disappear.
Power
What do you do about “power?” A quick discussion here for
the purist! Power is work done over the time it takes to do the
work. For a given flight at the same speed and the same flight
time and the same size, the work to do that flight is the same. The
time is also the same so the average horsepower is the same, even
if it was an FP 40 or a PA 75.
The PA 75 obviously has more maximum horsepower
capability, but it is not used. The FP 40 obviously has enough. So
where is the difference? When a high-drag situation occurs, i.e., a
corner, the drag goes up, and if no more power is available, the
plane will stay slowed down until the drag is gone and it

Frank McMillan’s
Stardust design is based
on the Geo-XL wing by
Bill Werwage. It is a bit
lower aspect ratio than
most modern stunt
models and is very
stable in windy
conditions. Russum
photo.

Orestes Hernandez prefers the Yatsenko Shark for his competition ventures. It, too, is a great
windy weather machine. Russum photo.
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This Junar was flown at the team trials by Chris Rud; he
borrowed it from Bill Werwage. Like Frank’s Stardust shown on
page 46, it is a lower aspect ratio design and turns well in the
wind with great stability. Russum photo.

stabilizes where it was previously. However, if the engine has
extra horsepower capability, it will simply power up briefly to
keep the speed up.
This is where people feel the difference and claim their motor
has more horsepower. However, when you average that out over
the entire flight, the difference in average horsepower is not
much, but that “feel” in the corners is nice. So, where do you
want to be in the wind?
Me, I don’t want to be caught with the low horsepower engine.
I want all that extra capability to overcome high-drag situations.
In the past, we didn’t have such good motors, and the only way to
get this extra bit was to fly faster. Check out the video of my
semifinals and finals flights from the Lincoln Nats in 1987. I
have watched it on ! ! so you should be able, as well.
I was flying an ST 60-powered Bad News at 4.8 seconds a lap
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in that bad wind. There was little choice then, as without that
speed I wasn’t getting through the overheads. You are going to
have to experiment with what speed will be required to do a
“quality” pattern for your setup.
With this in mind, a maneuver-by-maneuver description
follows.
Takeoff
The first challenge is the takeoff. Many a prop has been lost
by taking off in the wrong place. So where is the right spot?
Choose either an upwind or downwind location, and I base that
on the speed of the wind. If it approaches 20 mph, I give up and
choose the downwind location. I simply don’t want to risk being
pushed in just at release and lose control. Bad things can happen
that way.

Instead I go downwind and move it so it has a slight headwind
component. This might be around 10° from dead downwind.
Again, I don’t want to risk getting a gust of wind under the tail
and grinding a prop down. The problem here is that the plane will
easily lift off and not roll out smoothly.
My approach in this situation is to take off at full cruise power
(yes, electrics can take off at different power levels) and “fly” the
plane directly from release. In this case I don’t assume that it is
going to roll like a normal takeoff, but instead I imagine that it is
already in flight and I simply fly it from the ground to a five-foot
altitude as smoothly as I can. Watch out for any unevenness in the
takeoff strip, as a small bump will “launch” it into the air
suddenly.
When the wind is 15 mph or less, I will execute an upwind
takeoff. Like the downwind takeoff, I make sure the plane has a
slight headwind component at the release point. Like the
downwind takeoff, around 10° is enough to make sure there is no
tail wind at release.
Also, like the downwind takeoff, I use full cruise power and
make sure it has ramped up to that level before release. This gives
more instant control authority and is less susceptible to wind
gusts that might be an issue at low speed. Once moving, the plane
will quickly have a tail wind component, but it will have plenty
of speed quickly and it is very unlikely to jump into the air, so the
roll out can be more “normal.”
Note: The previous discussion is for takeoff on pavement. If
on grass, I always use the downwind takeoff unless the grass is
like a putting green. If attempting an upwind takeoff in thicker
grass, the drag on the wheels can make the plane nose over and
damage the prop and/or other pieces of the structure. There is too
much risk there, so make a downwind takeoff.
Now that the plane is in the air, focus on the takeoff maneuver.
It doesn’t end as soon as the plane is in the air. Make sure to
make a smooth ascent to level flight in one lap, and then fly two
more laps before the takeoff maneuver is completed.
Reverse Wingover
Once the takeoff is completed, read the wind to determine the
exact upwind spot for the start of the reverse wingover. At the
appropriate time pull up $
% upwind. If you enter too soon, it
will be very easy to do the first half. If you wait too long, it will
have an anemic climb and have a definite crab angle over the top.
Crab is when the fore aft axis of the plane is not colinear to the
flight path. This is very easy for the judges see and downgrade
accordingly.
The key to this maneuver is finding upwind exactly in the
right place. The entry into the vertical climb is also important.
This is
the time to show the judges a “rulebook” corner
entering the climb. It will accentuate an error and show a crab
angle even more so. Your best bet is to make a softer entry, and
any resultant crab angle will be less noticeable if the wind is
missed. In that same vein, don’t automatically hammer the
second and fourth corners of this maneuver. It looks really cool
when done right, but your probability of completing it perfectly
in the strong wind is much reduced.
Make all four corners as close to the same radius as possible;
that way nothing will jump out to the judges as being different.
Instead, put your focus on making a great turn and stop on all
corners in this maneuver. Doing that does give the judges
something to " you points for as opposed to subtracting for
other “differences.”
The absolute hardest part of this maneuver is finding the
correct location to turn up on the return pass over the top.
Sometimes there are obvious objects in the background (i.e.,
trees, buildings, etc.) that make it “easy” to find where you turned

up initially. Be aware that judges sometimes move in the middle
of a maneuver, so focusing on them is not always the right
answer. Break down and buy a bright-colored T-shirt, have your
helper put it on and stand upwind, and use him or her for the
mark. Again, remember to make the fourth corner the same radius
as the others and have a flat pullout.
Inside/Outside Loops
As discussed previously, place the round loops directly
downwind. This may seem a bit strange the first few times you
try it, but it can become natural with practice. In this position,
wind-up can become an issue. This is where the trim on you
plane can help, as discussed previously.
How your motor reacts also affects the wind-up. If your plane
does tend to wind up, be prepared, and expect it ahead of time
instead of reacting to it. Controlling the size of this maneuver is
also a “tell all” to the judges for what is upcoming. Keeping
these rule-book size, and round, tells the judges you are under
control and deserve more points. Out of control here sets a bad
precedent to the judges and will likely follow in subsequent
maneuvers.
Likewise, be prepared for the different timing in these
maneuvers. It becomes very easy to make oval-shaped
maneuvers (long side vertical) as you are turning into the wind
to start, and that tends to make it turn easier. Then at the top, the
plane is headed into the wind and it is very easy for it to descend
too fast, changing the radius of the loops. It takes practice to
keep this round, but it can be done.
Inverted Flight
There is not too much to discuss here. The focus is in
maintaining the exact level flight height. Heading into the wind
sometimes makes the plane climb, and then with the wind it
wants to descend. Be aware that this can happen, and be on it
before reacting to it.
The climb/descend is a generalization. At my flying field,
when the wind blows from the southeast, my plane tends climb
into the wind, yet when the wind is from the northeast, it tends
to descend heading into the wind. The only difference I can see
is the general terrain that the wind came through to get to my
field, and it might be rolling one way from the southeast and a
different roll from the northeast. This is where a bit of practice at
the sight you are going to fly at, in the wind, can be helpful.
Once again, be prepared before it becomes a reaction on your
part.
Inside Square Loops
Once again, position this maneuver directly downwind. As
with most maneuvers in the wind, the size of the maneuver
determines how hard it is going to be for you to execute this
correctly. The bigger the easier; however, the size may hurt your
score.
In this maneuver, all the corners will feel somewhat different,
as the plane presents itself to the air at quite different angles.
Each leg will also feel different than normal. If you do this
maneuver with the same cadence that you do it in the calm wind
condition, it will be quite distorted. The first leg of the maneuver
will take longer than normal as there is some headwind
component it flies into.
The second leg can be similar to calm conditions; however,
the wind is trying to push it down, and this has to be resisted.
The third leg can happen very quickly as you have wind and
gravity working on the plane, making it accelerate. This in turn
makes the fourth leg faster, which in turn makes the fifth leg
faster, etc.
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This electric powered, Paul Walker-designed Impact
belongs to Howard Rush. Note that it has a fairly high
aspect ratio wing. It’s yet another formula that works well in
extreme conditions. Russum photo.

The stable speed will be a function of your plane trim and
motor capability to resist speeding up. Since every leg is
different, standard cadence is out of the question, and you have
to develop an “eye” for the shape of this maneuver, and fly to
that shape. Again, practice flying in the wind will help develop
this skill.
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Outside Square Loops
This maneuver is somewhat different than the inside squares
due to the entry method. As you all know, the entry of this
maneuver is one of the most difficult to do correctly in the wind.
The second you input the down control to start it, it can hit warp
speed instantly!

There are a few “tricks” to help mitigate this, but all are
Band-Aids. Many try to slow the plane before entry by feeding a
bit more up just before starting. This helps, but the judges can
see this a mile away. Another technique I have seen the Chinese
team members do is to stay in level flight (5 feet high) until
about a quarter of a lap before the maneuver starts and abruptly
pull up into the 45° elevation, and then start. This really strains
the plane to climb that hard with a significant tail wind, and does
slow the plane making the entry easier.
The key is good trim and a motor that helps brake during that
downhill dive. I have also seen some enter this maneuver as if it
were the start of a reverse wingover. I would not recommend
that approach. Instead, make sure the maneuver is dead
downwind and start with a nice tight corner. The tight corner
creates a bit more drag helping to slow it. It further gives you
more time, as there is a longer straight segment before the
bottom corner.
Again, this maneuver in the wind requires you to “eye” the
shape, and a simple cadence is out of the question. By the time
the third corner is done, it seems to settle down and the second
down leg is easier.
Triangles
This is another maneuver that has the potential to really wind
up in a good wind. Place it directly downwind, as it keeps the
differences in the corners less and gives a proper view to the
judges. If this maneuver is offset any significant amount, it
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becomes quite distorted to the judges, and it will look as if it is
misshaped, even though from the pilot’s perspective it is
“perfect.” Don’t let this happen to you!
Keeping the corners all 120° is also critical to a good triangle.
It is too easy to make the first corner only 110° or less, as you are
remembering the squares. The wind makes it difficult because the
input to the first corner is different than in perfect air, and you
need to recognize this. Entering this maneuver there is some
additional airspeed, which makes it corner a touch easier. This
corner then can easily be overturned, hurting the geometry.
As mentioned earlier, this is another “eye” maneuver. The
second corner is not too much different, but the third corner is
quite different. Because of the slight headwind, and gravity, it
starts the corner easier, but as the corner progresses, the
headwind becomes a tailwind, and all of a sudden the turn rate
slows and the drive out of the corner more difficult.
This sometimes results in a drop in the bottom or a lower
pullout because of the changed turn rate. Flying a touch faster
helps this problem. Be aware of the differences in the corners,
and don’t become reactive.
Horizontal Eights
As with the other maneuvers, it is very important to enter this
maneuver directly downwind. If it is not entered downwind,
the shape can easily be distorted. As the plane goes over the
top of the insides and outsides, if flies into a headwind. Many
fliers then create egg-shaped loops as they are using more of a
“timing” approach to the maneuver. Then on the bottom of the
loops, they tend to make them round, and the result is a
crisscrossing intersection. The “simple” solution is to make
sure you fly the top portion of each loop out far enough to
make the loop round. This does take some practice to do and
can feel strange, because it messes with your natural rhythm in
that maneuver.
The next problem area is setting the intersection with the
first pass and then pulling up short on the next pass through the
intersection. This can happen if too much focus is applied to
the intersection. That seems strange, because if you are
focusing on it, shouldn’t it be correct?
What I see too often is that the pilot will tighten the radius
of the first loop three quarters of the way through, thus
ensuring that the plane pulls up short of the first intersection.
And, as we know, even your elderly grandmother can see
bottoms and intersections, as well as the judges.
Pulling up short can occur on both the inside and outside
portions of the eight. The solution is to practice making
concentric loops of the same radius regardless of the wind.
Then place them together in the form of the horizontal eight
and the intersections will improve.
As these maneuvers get more complex, there becomes more
to focus on. There is the height of the maneuver, the shape, the
intersections, the bottoms, and any deviations from these made
by the wind. I still find it hard to manage all of these in the
wind at the same time.
This is where you are going to have to pick what your
primary focus (or two) is (are) and let your many practice
flights guide the remainder. Remember what grandma can see,
and work on those. However, it is easier for the judges to see
any of your deviations, so make it harder for them to deduct
points by doing the “basics” well.
In the next column we’ll conclude the “Flying in the Wind”
article with a discussion of the Square Eight maneuver, the two
vertical maneuvers, the Overhead Eight, the Four Leaf Clover,
and the landing.
& !
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A Stunt News How-to

In a recent crash repair to one of my stunt ships, I had to build a
new fuselage that required restoration of the original cockpit
details and the installation of a new plastic canopy. I was
unhappy with the original canopy that I vacuum-molded from
clear PET-G plastic sheet and dye/tinted to a smoke-gray color,
because the tint had faded with prolonged exposure to ultraviolet
sunrays on the flightline. I wanted the new canopy to be a
translucent bright green so that it would be the focal point of the
fuselage, and add visual “pop” to the yellow paint scheme I had
envisioned.
I decided to use a technique that an old modeling friend
described to me years ago that utilized the dyed, colored plastic
found in a common carbonated soda bottle. The basic idea was to
stretch a section of soda bottle over a canopy molding buck, hold
it in place, and apply heat from the nozzle of a hand-held heat
gun. I chose to use the bright green plastic found in a two-liter
Mountain Dew soda bottle that produced an outstanding result.
The thickness of the plastic in a two-liter soda bottle is
approximately .028 thousands, and the volumetric quantity of the
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by Joe Adamusko

bottle provides enough plastic material to produce an averagesize bubble canopy and/or just about any high-back, bulkheadstyle model airplane canopy.
The type of dyed plastic used to form soda bottles starts out
about the size of a thick-walled test-tube blank with a neck ring
molded into it. Once it enters a bottle molding chamber, heated
nitrogen is injected through the neck ring and causes the plastic
to expand inside the chamber. This type of plastic has a memory,
and when reheated will try to return and/or shrink back toward its
original test-tube blank shape.
To begin with, a shaped canopy molding buck is required, and
is easily made from a balsa block. The molding buck should
comply with your favorite fuselage style, so the time spent
developing it will serve as a standard for producing many
canopies with variations in length and style.
The molding buck I use was originally made for an ultralong
narrow bubble canopy for my Cheetah electric stunter. The balsa
canopy buck was glued to a half-inch soft pinewood base, and
coated with epoxy that was then sanded smooth for surface

Photo 1:The canopy molding
buck.

Photo 2: Here the canopy
molding buck has been glued
to a piece of 1/2-inch thick
soft pine.

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

durability. As you will
see, the pinewood base
serves to help mount the
segment of plastic soda
bottle to the molding
buck. See photos 1 and
2.
Sequence of molding
Select two-liter soda
bottles of the desired
dyed color, and trim it to
accommodate a portion
of the neck ring and the
height of the molding
buck with base. See
photos 3 and 4.
Stretch the bottle
segment firmly over the
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Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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molding buck and
staple it to the
pinewood base using a
staple gun. See photo 5.
After the plastic is
firmly held in place, use
a heat gun (set on the
high heat setting) to
slowly work the surface
of the plastic, watching
it shrink to the contour
of the canopy molding
buck. See photo 6.

Photo 7

When the plastic has completely
complied with the contour of the
molding buck, set the gun aside and
allow the plastic to cool. See photo 7.
Remove the staples from the molding
buck base and free the formed plastic
from the canopy molding buck. (I like
to lay out the canopy trim lines on the
plastic using 1/8-inch masking tape
before releasing the plastic).
Use a pair of stub-nose and/or
curved-nose scissors to trim the excess
plastic away, and begin to fit the
molded canopy to the fuselage. See
photo 8.
I have found that the chemistry of the
soda bottle plastic adheres to balsa
wood very nicely with epoxy, but
remember to scuff and/or scratch the
surface area to be epoxy glued to

Photo 8
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Photo 9

ensure good adhesion. Butyrate dope adheres to soda bottle
plastic very well, and allows for burying painted trim with
multiple coats of clear dope. See photo 9.
Making your own custom canopy outline shape adds a lot to
the originality of a serious stunt ship design. Don’t be afraid to

apply this technique to semiscale canopies such as P-51
Mustang A or B version canopy, or even a Malcolm hood
canopy version for a Spitfire.
&
!
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PAMPA News & Reports
Vice President’s Report
by Matt Neumann

When this comes out, it will again be a new year. We all
normally look back at where we have been and where we hope to
be in the future.
PAMPA will have a new president. I would like to thank our
outgoing president, Warren Tiahrt, for volunteering to serve the
last two years.
Our new president will be Dennis Adamisin. Dennis was our
District VI representative, a position which he will be vacating in
the middle of his term. In his place, Larry Fruits has volunteered
to take over the remaining term as District VI representative. I
would like to welcome Larry to the EC and congratulate Dennis
on his “promotion.”
Dennis and I have exchanged a few emails and have started to
formulate a game plan for the future. One of our biggest (if not
the biggest) priorities is to get Stunt News back on schedule. I
know in the past we have used the excuse that this is a volunteer
organization, so we asked our members to please be patient.
While this is certainly true, I feel this excuse has been used too
many times, so much so that I feel it really is no longer a good
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excuse. I know that I am tired of it and
I am sure you are also.
This is not the only excuse. There
have been many different reasons for
getting the newsletter out late, but the
biggest has always been some of the
EC members getting their columns in
late to the editor. Let us just face it: We
(the EC) just blew it in the past.
The editor starts with our columns
first then fills in the rest with feature
articles. And regrettably, we (the EC)
have dropped the ball too many times
and got our columns in late. Not just a
little late but sometimes very late. I
don’t know who all the culprits are,
and I really don’t care at this point.
The past is the past. I am starting
over and looking foreword into the
future.
With that being said, Dennis and I
have decided it is time to “crack the
whip,” so to speak. We are working on
some ideas to gently remind people
that articles/columns are coming due
and to get their articles/columns in on
time. We have thought of trying to
keep track of who sent in their articles
and when. This way, if someone is
missing, we can remind them things
are due.
Getting our columns/articles in on
time will be a huge help to the editor in
meeting deadlines. While there may
always be things that are out of our
control, getting our articles into the
editor on time is in our control. With
that thought, I will ask just one more
time, please be patient. We are going to address the problems
head on and get them fixed.
While I am on the subject of the future, Dennis has agreed to
be the Event Director (the Boss, as I like to call him) of this
year’s Nats. He has mentioned that the AMA is working on an
electronic method of scorekeeping. That is to say, instead of the
judges writing down their scores, having a runner “run” the
scores back to the tabulator, then have the tabulators manually
tabulate everything so then we can finally hand-write the scores
up on the board, it will be done electronically.
This would be a huge improvement and a dream that may
actually come true.
Before we get our hope up too high, remember this is in the
development stage. If things get done on time, this will be the
first Nats that would be done mostly electronically. I look
foreword to seeing what develops from this. Just think, the Nats
may actually join the 21st century!
Yep, I am certainly looking forward to the future. SN
—Matt
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PPN010 Doctor

PPN038 Trivial Pursuit

PPN017 Legacy 40

Introducing the New PAMPA Plans Service
PAMPA Plans number/plane name and designer/plan size in inches

Price

PPN001 Adam’s Special (1 sheet 36 x 65)
PPN002 Bearcat III by Al Rabe (1 sheet 30 x 42)
PPN003 Mustang III by Al Rabe (1 sheet 30 x 43)
PPN004 Bearcat Profile (1 sheet 30 x 42)
PPN005 Berserker by Noel Drindak (1 sheet 36 x 55)
PPN006 Capricorn by Orestes Perdomo (1 sheet 36 x 61)
PPN007 Cavalier by John Simpson (1 sheet 30 x 42, 1 sheet 24 x 34)
PPN008 Challenger (2 sheets 36 x 50)
PPN009 Cutlass by Jim Kostecky (2 sheets 36 x 60)
PPN010 Doctor by Ted Fancher (1 sheet 36 x 60)
PPN011 Dragon by J.C. Yates (1 sheet 22 x 34)
PPN012 Force by Mike Pratt (1 sheet 36 x 48)
PPN013 Golden Falcon by Chris McMillin (1 sheet 30 x 58)
PPN014 Grandpa’s Bipe by Charles Mackey (1 sheet 30 x 42)
PPN015 Hallmark by Gene Schaffer (1 sheet 34 x 47)
PPN016 Lancet by Vic Carpenter (1 sheet 36 x 24)
PPN017 Legacy 40 by Allen Brickhaus (2 sheets 36 x 64)
PPN018 Madman by J.C. Yates (1 sheet 30 x 40)
PPN019 Medic by Ted Fancher (1 sheet 36 x 60)
PPN020 Mo’ Best by Larry Cunningham (2 sheets 36 x 48)
PPN021 Moitle by Francis D. Reynolds (1 sheet 36 x 24)
PPN022 Nakke by Juhani Kari (1 sheet 30 x 42)
PPN023 Nuts & Bolts by Sam Dehelean (1 sheet 36 x 57)
PPN024 Oriental by Dee Rice (1 sheet 30 x 42)
PPN025 Oriental Plus by Dee Rice (2 sheets 34 x 52)
PPN026 O’Toole Special by Ron O’Toole (36 x 50)
PPN027 Pluma by Bob Zambelli (2 sheets 36 x 45)
PPN028 Profile Nobler by Jim Harris (1 sheet 36 x 52)
PPN029 Profile P-51D by Tom McClain (1 sheet 36 x 48)
PPN030 Ruffy by Lew McFarland (1 sheet 36 x 46)
PPN031 Saturn by Don Ogren (1 sheet 36 x 59)
PPN032 Scared Kitten by Bill Netzeband (1 sheet 30 x 48)
PPN033 Shaman by Steve Moon (1 sheet 36 x 50)
PPN034 Stuka by Matt Neumann (2 sheets 34 x 45)
PPN035 Stuntress by Joe Adamusko (2 sheets 36 x 52)
PPN036 Stunt Trainer by Pat Johnston (1 sheet 22 x 34)
PPN037 Super Caudron by Fran McMillan (1 sheet 36 x 50, 1 sheet 36 x 34)
PPN038 Trivial Pursuit by Ted Fancher (1 sheet 36 x 58)
PPN039 Trophy Trainer by Tom Warden (1 sheet 36 x 60)
PPN040 Tucker 4 by Bob Tucker (1 sheet 36 x 61)
PPN041 Twistmaster by Bob Reeves (1 sheet 36 x 57)
PPN042 Valkyrie by Harold Price (2 sheets 36 x 50)
PPN043 Vegas by Steve Buso (1 sheet 36 x 59)
PPN044 Curtiss Swift by Nate Rambo (1 sheet 36 x 50)
PPN045 F&B Sharpy by Carl Malmsten (1 sheet 36 x 48)
PPN046 Speed King by John Havel (1 sheet 36 x 54, 1 sheet 36 x 48)
PPN047 Detroit Stunter by Roland McDonald (1 sheet 30 x 43)
PPN048 Hi Boy by Bob Palmer and Ted Goyet (1 sheet 22 x 31)
PPN049 Veco Squaw by Joe Wagner (1 sheet 30 x 43)
PPN050 Max Bee by Igor Burger (2 sheets 34 x 64)
PPN051 Crusader by Charles A. Mackey (1 sheet 35 x 50)
PPN052 Bob Peru’s Flying Wing (1 sheet 35 x 50)
PPN053 Stunt Machine I (Oosa-Amma) by Gene Schaffer (1 sheet 35 x 60)
PPN054 Velvet 3 by Wes Dick (1 sheet, 35 x 60)

$16.00
$14.00
$14.00
$14.00
$15.00
$16.00
$20.00
$25.00
$25.00
$16.00
$14.00
$15.00
$15.00
$14.00
$15.00
$14.00
$25.00
$15.00
$16.00
$25.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$25.00
$15.00
$25.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$16.00
$15.00
$15.00
$25.00
$25.00
$14.00
$25.00
$16.00
$16.00
$16.00
$16.00
$25.00
$16.00
$15.00
$15.00
$25.00
$15.00
$14.00
$14.00
$25.00
$15.00
$15.00
$20.00
$20.00

PPN005 Berserker

PPN015 Hallmark
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PAMPA Plans Order For m
Plans Description

*Minimum Order $5 Please
**Shipping:
US orders less that $60
US orders more than $60
Canada and Mexico
Foreign orders airmail
Foreign orders surface mail

Mail order to:
PAMPA Plans Service
c/o Jim Vornholt
PAMPA, PO Box 320
Plainfield, IN 46168.

Quantity Price Each

Total for products*
Add 25%
Add 20%
Add 35%
Add 40%
Add 30%

Shipping**
7% tax Indiana
residents
Total cost

Method of payment:
Cash

Money Order

Ship order to:

Check #

(Make all checks payable to PAMPA; must be drawn on US bank)

MasterCard
PAMPA@indy.rr.com
(317) 385-4751

Total

VISA

Account #
Exp. date:
Signature
Tel:
Email:

Note: this order form may be photocopied or
downloaded from the PAMPA website.
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District I
by Steve Yampolsky
Every district report I try to write something that inspires,
informs and educates. This one is a little different purely because
this is my last report as current district director. Just like Don
Herdman before me, I have done my best to represent District 1
for a while and now it’s time for the next member to step up.
The job is not difficult and does give one an opportunity to
voice his or her opinion. Personally, I found the job most
satisfying thanks to District 1 members taking their time to share
with me their accomplishments and stories.
On that note, let’s get down to business!
Perry Rose is one of those guys you can enjoy spending a
weekend flying model airplanes and you will enjoy every minute
of his company. Perry is also an excellent flier who has made
continuous improvements in his flying. As he progressed he has
built better and better models to match his skill levels.
This year he’s built one of the most beautiful and capable
profiles available: Mo’Best by Larry Cunningham. Thanks to the
timely series on functions of trim by Paul Walker, Perry has had
great success trimming the model so that even after just 10
flights, he sees major improvements in the model way model
flies. I am sure that with more time, the Mo’Best will become an
excellent tool for collecting trophies!
Good luck, Perry!

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont
Even though this is my last column as the district director, I
am still a strong believer in the mission of the Stunt News do
disseminate information related to building, flying and competing
with CL stunt models. I am going to continue contributing to the
magazine’s content. Here’s an example of something some of you
may find interesting:
Fuel tanks, more precisely, mounting of fuel tanks to profiles.
Mounting metal fuel tanks on a profile is a very old problem
that has been generally solved in two ways: solder mounting tabs
on or rubber-band it to the fuselage. Rubber bands get destroyed
over time due to exposure to raw fuel and exhaust.
Unless you plan to crash the model within a month of its
construction, rubber bands are not your friend. Soldering on the
other hand is solid but require good soldering skills or the tank
can shake itself free midflight. Don’t ask me how I know. It’s an
embarrassing story I like no to think about. So what is one to do
if they would like a more permanent mounting solution and are
not interested in becoming a master solderer.
Enter plywood-plate-mounted fuel tanks! Take an oversize
plywood plate, cut two slots to enable vertical adjustment and
glue it to the back of the fuel tank with some marine sealant. I
have a fuel tank that uses this method. It is more than 12 years
old and after years of exposure, it still hasn’t failed.
Here’s what you do:
Purchase a tube of DAP Marine/Auto Sealant from any
national chain of hardware stores.

Cut a rectangle out of 1/8 birch plywood (do not use light
plywood). The height should be the same as the tank and the
width equal to width of the tank plus 1/2 inch.
Cut vertical slots in the plank 1/8 inch from edge on both sides
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of the rectangle. The cut should be just wide enough for a 2-56
bolt to fit.
Use acetone to wipe any grease from the back of the fuel tank.
Use mild(I used 100) sandpaper to scuff up back side of the
fuel tank.

Clean the back of the fuel tank again
Apply generous amount of DAP sealant and attach the fuel
tank in the middle of the plate so that both slots are either side.
Use a piece of scrap wood to scrape excess of the sealant from
the sides of the tank.

New Jersey, New York
Hi, all. There were three events that took place in District II since
my last column: two contests and the Garden State Circle Burners
annual swap meet. I was not able to attend the Circle
Burners/Bergen County Fliers contest, held on September 27, but
I was able to attend the Garden State Circle Burners Fall Air
Show. Both contests were held at the Palisades Park flying site
that Rich Giacabone works so hard to keep available.
In the first contest (9/27/15), the Beginner class was won by
Tom Huff with Pete Huff in second. Advanced was won by Ryan
Barry with Joe Daly in second. Expert was won by Will DeMauro
with Mike Ostella in second.

Let the glue dry for 24 hours before mounting it to the plane.
After the glue dries, you can drill two holes in the fuselage’s
centerline using the fuel tank’s plywood back slots as a guide of
how far apart the holes should be.
Place the 2-56 blind nuts on the opposite side of the fuse from
the fuel tank and bolt it in!
Once everything looks good, take the fuel tank off and brush
on a very thin layer of epoxy on the plywood backplate to make
sure it does not soak up oil.
Let the epoxy dry completely and mount the fuel tank back on
the model.
Here’s a picture of one of my experimental models that uses
above method for tank mounting. SN
—Steve

District II
by Buddy Wieder

The Circle Burners Fall Air Show held on October 11, and was
run quite well by Mike Cooper. It was a great day, and for the
first flights the weather was perfect. The wind picked up a bit for
the second round and caused some nasty turbulence as it tumbled
in over the trees at the south end of the field, but it was still a
fantastic day with wonderful people attending.

Ron Testa prepares to fire up
the 50th Anniversary Fox .35
in his ARF Nobler. He went on
to win the Intermediate class
at the GSCB meet. Photo by
Pete Huff.

This was the pit area early on contest morning at the GSCB Fall Air Show
contest. These planes were all waiting their turn to get in a practice flight. Huff
photo.
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It looks as if Buddy just got the news from Tom Luciano (R) that Bob beat him…
again. Huff photo.

The turnout for the last GSCB meet of the year was impressive. All the PAMPA
classes and the OTS and Classic events were flown. Huff photo.

Here’s Ron again, but this time he’s tabulating scores. Ron is a steadfast
volunteer at these events. Huff photo.

(L-R) Tommy Ye watches the action; Will DeMauro and Mike Cooper discuss
their flights; and Ryan Young checks the weather on his smartphone. Photo by
Ron Testa.
Buddy Wieder (L) and Bob Hunt sit and
relax between rounds of their Expert Stunt
Battle while Rich Giacobone (standing)
listens in. Huff photo.

Doug Benedetti’s Hal deBolt-designed All American features an absolutely
flawless checkerboard silk finish. Doug is well-known for his prowess at applying
silk, as well as for his flawless construction skills. Huff photo.
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Buddy Wieder’s Ryan’s Evil Twin model features two Cobra 2814/16 electric
motors that turn counter-rotating APC 10 x 5 props. The ship also features E-flite
electric retracts and a full-sheeted built-up wing that was assembled in a LostFoam fixture. One Hyperion 4S 4,000 mAh battery runs both of the motors and
the retract gear. Huff photo.

In PAMPA, the Beginner class was won by Pete Huff with Joe
Daly (Joe Daly’s older son) coming in second. The Intermediate
class was won by Ron Testa with Tommy Tucker next. The
Advanced class was won by my pal Kevin DeMauro, with Joe
Daly finishing second. The Expert class was won by Bob Hunt
with me coming in second. (Just once I would like to beat Bob’s
butt! Just once, I say!)
Classic Stunt was a big success with the Beginner class won
by Pete Huff. The Advanced winners were Rick Huff with Tom
Luciano coming in second. The Expert winners were Bill Suarez
and Tom Hampshire.

Bill Suarez showed up at the GSCB meet with his original-design P-38 Lightning
stunter. This was the actual model with which Bill competed on the Eastern
Stunt circuit in the 1960s! The ship even has the same Fox .35 that it flew with
back in the day. Bill won the Classic Expert division with his twin-boom beauty.
Testa photo.
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Bill gives us a look at the detailed underside of his P-38. This model was
published in the April 1966 issue of Model Airplane News. Testa photo.

The plane that Bill Suarez flew to a first-place finish in Classic
was the second of two P-38 Lightning models that he originally
designed and built in the mid-1960s. The plane is all original
except for being refinished once, and that refinish was completed
shortly before the contest, and the first flight on the refurbished
model was the day before the contest. Bill even has the Fox .35 in
it that powered the ship to many Senior class wins on the East
Coast circuit in the 1960s. As far as I could find out, Bill’s
tricycle landing gear, twin-boom P-38 was the most successful
twin-boom airplane on the East Coast.
I would also like to report that Bill Suarez is one of the nicest
and classiest guys you would ever want to meet. He is always
friendly, upbeat, and always willing to share some of his wealth
of knowledge.
There are only a few guys I have competed against that I can
say I don’t hate losing to: John Simpson, Bob Hunt, my mentor
John D’Ottavio, and Bill Suarez. They are all very classy guys
and great fliers.
Finally, the Old Time Stunt winners at the Fall GSCB meet
were Doug Benedetti and Mike Ostella.

It would probably be a safe bet that nowhere in CL Stunt history were there three
twin-motor, electric-powered, retract-equipped models competing at the same
contest. It happened at the GSCB Fall meet. Clockwise from left are Bob Hunt
with his Second Wind twin, Rick Huff with his Pathfinder Profile twin, and Buddy
Wieder with his Ryan’s Evil Twin model.

A couple of items of note about this contest: There were three
electric-powered, retract-equipped, twin-motor models flown in
this meet. I’ll bet that is a world’s record for such models at one
event! Bob Hunt flew his original-design Second Wind twin;
Rick Huff flew his Gordan Delaney-designed Pathfinder Profile
twin, and I flew my Ryan’s Evil Twin design. Also, someone did
the math and determined that approximately 85% of the models
flown at this contest were electric powered!

field to get in some flying. The Huff brothers were there, along
with Pete’s lovely daughter, Alyssa, and among them they had
enough airplanes to start a small contest by themselves.
This just in
Bob Hunt just informed me that Kevin DeMauro has had a
nasty skateboard accident. He broke both his leg and his ankle
and suffered a detached tendon, as well. The prognosis for full
recovery is excellent according to Kevin’s doctors, but it will take
about a year for him to fully rehabilitate. Please keep Kevin in
your prayers.
End of my hitch
Although I have technically one more year to serve as your
District II PAMPA Director, I’ve made the decision to step down
at this point for personal family reasons. I’ve asked our new
PAMPA President, Dennis Adamisin, to appoint Joe Daly as our
new director. Please take the time to welcome Joe aboard, and
please support him as you have me during my tenure in this
position. Joe will need your input to keep this column relevant

Above: Alyssa Huff, Pete Huff’s daughter, poses here with all
of the planes that Pete, Tom, and Rick brought out to fly after
the GSCB Swap Meet. Alyssa is learning to fly Stunt, so watch
out guys! Huff photo.

Right: Here’s another look at the “Huff Air Force.” The brothers
truly enjoy flying together as a family. Huff Photo.

The Circle Burners November Swap Meet was again a big
success with many vendors and modelers looking for bargains.
Afterward, some of the guys went to the Circle Burner’s flying

District III
by Ken Armish

August 8 and 9, 2015, found many of our District III members in
Hurlock, Maryland, competing in the Jim Cole Memorial
Contest. Hurlock is on the eastern shore of Maryland and is very
accessible to those of us in the eastern part of District III, as well
as to many members from District II.
The club that conducts the contest is primarily an RC club
with a beautiful facility in a rural part of eastern Maryland. Club
members have embraced the contest and have given much of
their time to support the efforts of the few club members who
participate in Control Line Stunt. The driving forces behind the
Cole Memorial are CD Jack Rosemere and Tim Stagg, builder
and pilot extraordinaire.
On Saturday, Old Time and Profile were flown; Sunday, we
flew the PAMPA PA classes. Saturday proved to be quite a
challenge, as there was a steady wind somewhere in the
neighborhood of 12 to 15 miles per hour, with some gusts as high
as 20 mph. A couple of planes didn’t survive the wind, and
several survived but by a small margin.

and vibrant.
Thanks for the opportunity to serve. Keep your lines tight and
the wind at your back. SN
—Buddy

Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia
My electric profile Shoestring was blown completely out of
the overhead eight, but I regained control in time to save the
plane. I passed on the second attempt there by preserving the
poor little Shoestring to fly again. I am always amazed at the
ability of some fliers to fly in such heavy winds. I have asked
many how they do it, and the answer always seems to be the
same: “To fly in the wind you have to practice in the wind.”
Excellent advice, I guess, but not one what I like to hear. I
think we should take a page from NASCAR racing, in that they
have specialty cars for short tracks, cars for intermediate tracks,
and different cars for super speedways. Maybe we should have a
different plane for very calm air and a plane for more windy
conditions. I am not sure how these would differ—maybe weight
(wing loading) or different power sources. I sure would like to
hear from anyone who has tried this technique and what you
found to be the best way to go in design.
On Sunday, the winds had died down and the temperature
went way up. Tim asked me if I would judge Expert on Sunday,
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which I was happy to do. As I am just about to turn 70, I find I
like to judge, maybe more than I like to fly.
Everyone should take the opportunity, if it presents itself, to
judge. There is a great deal of satisfaction to be had at the end of
a long hot day of judging, just as much as if you were taking
hardware home. Don’t be afraid to try it. Remember, the scored
numbers are not as important as being able to say the obvious
best pilot took home first place, then the next best, and so forth.
Some have said that judging makes you a better flier. For me, I
will never be held up as proof of that theory, but I still love being
with all the great friends we have made by participating in the
hobby. By the way, did I mention Sunday in Hurlock was
miserably hot? It was so hot that we were wishing for some of
Saturday’s wind to return.
Well, since this is due in Mr. Hunt’s inbox by tomorrow, I will
close for now by wishing all of our friends out there a Happy
Thanksgiving and an even better Christmas! SN
—Ken Armish, District III.
West Virginia’s sole PAMPA member, John Lindberg, in conversation with Dick
Howser, District IV member. John had some reliability issues at the contest. With
his abilities, however, he will be back stronger than ever.We are so glad to see

Tim Stagg with a great photo of Jim Cole with one of his Stunt planes.

Jen Fedorick at the contests. Jen has had some medical issues but is coming
back stronger than ever. So glad you’re back, Jen!
Craig Gunder
from the Starr
Liners Club in
southeast
Pennsylvania.
In addition to
being a great
flier, Craig is a
fabulous guy
just to hang
out with.

Sondra Spillman and Norine Armish deep in conversation with Jim’s widow, Ann
Cole. Ann is such a lovely lady and is still very much a part of the Control Line
and RC family.
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Mark Weiss and my little buddy, Alan Buck, swapping stories and tipping a glass
to relax. Alan flew a beautiful pattern to take first place in Advanced.

Mike Palko with his old (hard to believe) E-P-51 Mustang.

Alan Buck receiving his first-place trophy from Ann Cole, our beloved trophy girl.

Mike Palko receiving his first place reward for some absolutely beautiful flying in
Expert.

Mark Weiss receiving his well-deserved second-place trophy in Intermediate.

John Saunders receiving one of his multiple trophies from Ann as our hosts, Tim
Stagg and CD Jack Rosemere, ham it up for the photographers.
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Tim Stagg, one of our hosts, receives some hardware for his third place in
Expert. Tim makes it a family affair, as his lovely wife and daughters are the glue
that holds their whole adventure together.

Expert score sheets in PA.

Above: Beginner and Intermediate score sheets with the final results in the classes in PA.
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Below: Score sheet for PA Advanced.

District IV
by Scott Richlen

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland,
North Carolina, Virginia

The Jim Coll Memorial Contest is always a great contest (and
not just due to the fact that it is well run and that Jack Rosemere
and Tim Stagg are great hosts!). This year we got awful flying
conditions on Saturday, but Stunt-heaven conditions on Sunday.
And despite the wind, we had a fabulous time on Saturday! It’s a
contest that my club, NVCL, always attends.

Here is the Saturday morning line-up. Saturday at the Jim Cole
Memorial is dedicated to the Profile and Old-Time Stunt events.
As you can see, this is a well-attended contest!

The NVCL guys.

After buying my flying buddy, John Lindberg, a set of
suspenders the other year so we wouldn’t have to watch him hike
his pants up as they were falling off in the middle of the reverse
wingover, he proceeded to lose them (yah, right!). So I found him
some nice bright red ones in an antique store. What better time to
present them but at the Saturday morning pilots’ meeting at Jim
Coll? Here’s John and Brad Smith with their dueling
suspenders...

Saturday morning line-up.

Of course, in the middle of competition on Saturday came one
of those weird events that, well … I’ll let John Tate tell the story:
“Phil Spillman experienced a once-in-a-lifetime event there
Saturday. Phil was flying his winning Old-Time flight, and all of
a sudden two F-16 fighter jets came out of nowhere and were on
top of us at treetop level with an extra loud KA-BOOM.
Everyone at the field was hitting the deck. Phil was still flying his
Old-Time pattern. Just after Phil landed someone yelled, ‘Phil,
you need to check you shorts.’ Phil came back with ‘That scared
the heck (actually he used other, more colorful words) out of me!’
Heck, everyone there was scared for a second or two. Those F16s were loud and moving out.”
John and Brad’s dueling suspenders.

In spite of the wind and the F-16s, we all got our flights in.
Most of us were in survival mode and happy to walk away with
our planes in one piece.
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Both Alan Buck and I managed to crash Tim’s Bi-Slob multiple
times, and we finally ran out of CA to glue it back together (or
maybe there was more CA than Bi-Slob in the air at the last
crash), at which point Tim gave it the coupe de grace.
Jack wearing the
remains of Tim’s BiSlob.

Fun 51 on takeoff.

Of course, the highlight of Saturday is always the after-contest
party. Here are some of the participants in the Fox .15 hurl.
That’s Brad Smith’s grandson giving it the ol’ heave-ho (aiming
for the garbage bucket about 30 feet down-range).
As I wrote earlier, Sunday was “Stunt Heaven,” and we had a
fantastic time. In between flights I managed to take a few pictures
of some of the nice planes entered (and sorry for not getting
names).

Brad’s grandson making a Fox .15 toss.
This is a very pretty
Ares.

Other activities included beer and pizza and Bi-Slob flying.
Tim and the Bi-Slob’s
remains.
Here’s a very
nice SV.
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This is Tim’s Chipmunk.

me in the air in spite of my excuse-making, stalling, and just
scared reluctance. I want to share this with all of you because it
really means a lot to me and says what special people are into this
hobby/sport of flying model airplanes.
“As most of you know, I didn’t get in the air at the Brodak
Fly-In. The first day nearly did me in and the weather was such a
challenge that I sat out the week. I watched every flight I could,
but…
“I committed to Hurlock. I figured I get down there, kinda lay
back, and maybe blend in with the grass. I brought down a pretty
good-looking Banshee with a brand-new Super Tigre .40. The
plane had never been flown, and the engine had never been run.
Wow, did I misjudge that crowd. Here is how it happened and
it started about 4 p.m. (sometime before or after pizza, I think,
but am not sure).
“Gerry Glier was like a bulldog with a pork chop; he just
would not let go. ‘Joe, got your plane out?’ ‘Joe, where is your
plane?’ ‘Is your plane set up?’ ‘Joe, we are going to set your
plane up!’
“We got the plane and Jerry was lying on the ground working
on the tank. Dennis (I don’t remember his last name, but he was
Pit Boss for Beginner and Intermediate) wheeled over one of the
dolly-like plane stands that the RC guys use. At that point we had
Jerry, Dennis, and then came Allen Buck. Allen started taking
over. Then Steve Fitton got in the mix. There were some other
guys who were involved. I was kinda pushed back out of the way
and was trying to see what was happening so I could learn. I was
saying to myself, ‘Hey, guys, that’s my plane,’ but I knew it
would not have made one bit of difference, so I figured I just
better hold on for the ride.

Electric EVO.

Too many times, fliers sit on the sidelines but don’t
participate. Here’s the first-person story of one of our members,
Joe Colly, who jumped into the action at Jim Coll for the first
time:
“Hi, Guys.
“We have a great club and a terrific sport. It did feel very good
to get my ‘feet wet’ and get my name on the ‘board’ with some
points behind it.
“I am in awe and thankful to everybody who helped me
Saturday afternoon and evening and Sunday morning. They got

This was Joe Colly’s first contest experience.

“The engine barked and then died. Then it barked some more.
Some more guys came over. I think this is where Scott came in.
Somebody brought a new plug. The engine really opened up. We
ran it two or three times. Steve and Gerry said, ‘Joe get your
handle.’ Dick said ‘Joe, are you taking it up?’
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“I looked at Dick and said, ‘Yes.’ He said, ‘Great!’ and wished
me ‘Good Luck.’ I said to myself, ‘I think I am being pushed
along by some invisible force.’ Steve and Gerry took me to the
practice field. They started my plane and I was in the air. That
plane had hung in my bedroom for several years and there I was
flying it with a great sunset in the background. It was the
unselfish help from a lot of guys I didn’t even know ’till just a
few moments before, who ‘swooped out of the sky’ and got me
airborne.
“On Sunday I was second up in Beginner. (There were only
two entries in that class.) I was set up behind Scott in the
flightline. Scott, in addition to being a great engineer, builder, and
pilot, is a very good psychologist. I was standing there with
butterflys like you can’t believe, when Scott comes up and says,
‘Hey, Joe, do you know that my first Beginner score was 91.5
points or so. Relax, go out, and have fun.’
“Gerry was my ‘Pit Man.’ No one finer! He walked me
through both flights from outside the circle.
“During this whole experience, I had felt somewhat
embarrassed at my lack of skill and was very, very reluctant to
step in the circle for fear of making a fool of myself in front of a
lot of accomplished fliers. I began to realize that there are really
great people who really want to help. One of these was Jack
Rosemere, who was one of my judges. Jack said, ‘Hey, Joe, we
have all been there. You are not inventing anything new here. We
are happy to see you are finally stepping up!’ I received scores of
85.5 and then a 114.0.
“Thanks, guys, and thanks to the Hurlock Flyers who
unselfishly pushed me over the edge.”
—Joe Colly

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee
This year, I’ve enjoyed preparing the District V reports for Stunt
News and PAMPA. The officers with whom I’ve had to consult
have offered mucho help, namely Bob Hunt and Jim Vornholt.
Thanks, team.
The other thing that has made my life pleasant and worthwhile
is the contribution of great pictures coming from District V
members, as well as from other districts, that I’ve had the
pleasure of using, and for those pictures I sincerely want to thank
Gene Martine, Eric Viglione, Will Davis, Steve Fitton, Mark
Weiss, and Phil Bayly. As long as new pictures and material
keeps coming in, I’ll have no excuse for a short column. So keep
me in touch with all your new projects and flying.
The year was filled with several great Control Line contests,
and I was able to get to a few. All have provided great memories
by seeing old friends again and making new ones. And that’s
what keeps me in the sport of Control Line Precision Aerobatics.
Those who can’t get to the contests, for various reasons, are
missing out on a lot of life’s gifts.
This report wraps things up for year 2015, so it will not be
lengthy, as most of the year’s activities were incorporated in
previous columns.
Here’s something out of the ordinary. As I have noted in the
past, we modelers are engineers. This picture illustrates that
opinion, as Phil Bayly of Tampa has designed and built
something rather unique. He has named it the Dark Spectre. As
can be seen, it’s a canard which has taken the shape of a bat-
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Joe Colly receives his first Stunt trophy from Anne Coll.

Thanks for the great story, Joe! Here is Joe getting his award
plaque from Anne Coll, Jim Coll’s widow. (Jim was a regular of
the East Coast Stunt scene for many years and had a positive
influence on many fliers. Despite living on the Eastern Shore, Jim
Coll was also a longtime member of NVCL and would regularly
travel long distances to participate in our activities.) SN

District V
by Don Ogren

winged creature. Good luck, Phil, with your flight tests.

Phil Bayly writes: “The attached is my latest creation. It features a canard boost
control system linked in with 1/3 angular travel of the elevator and normal flaps.
It is powered with a ST .46. It hasn’t flown yet, but expectations are high.
Something different in my R&D program.” Photo by Phil Bayly.

The first Bob Shaw/Joe Nall fun-fly featured a terrific
luncheon to support the great venue. Here’s a picture of the food
line that presented a big selection of some of the best-catered
dishes ever.

Joe Nall fliers take the much appreciated break from flying to enjoy lunch from
the terrific food tent. Photo by Don Ogren.

This beautiful I-Beam stunter flew at the Joe Nall event and was built by Bruce
Jennings from Maryland. The plane was built from plans. It is a Billy Werwagedesigned Juno and has an O.S. .46 for power. Mark Weiss writes, “Bruce lives in
Maryland and is member of the Starrliners. Other members are Tom Smeltzer,
Craig Gunder, Chuck Holtzapple, and me.” Ogren photo.

District V has one remaining (nearby) contest this year, and by
the time you receive this SN, it will have gone down in history.
I’m speaking of the Stunt N Fun contest held on October 31November 1, in Palmetto, Florida, hosted by the Manatee County
Radio Controlers. The CL club has merged with the RC club and
has a great venue for a contest, which is not too far south of

Tampa. Results of that event can be expected in the first District
V report of 2016. Until then, have a great Christmas, drive safely,
and keep the lines tight.
—Don
clpa4029@gmail.com
352-666-2901, or 352-428-9171 (cell)
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Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri
As I am writing this, I have just learned that the 2016 FAI F2B
Team Selections are complete. Paul Walker, Orestes Hernandez,
and David Fitzgerald made the team, with Chris Rud as the First
Alternate. No doubt there will be a full report elsewhere in this
issue. Congrats to this veteran team; they should do very well
down under. Sadly, we will (again) not have a Junior Team
Member.
Not sure how we will improve on this, but it is accurate to say
the status quo must change. A couple of ideas have been floated
and hopefully we will have something in place in time for the
next team selection. Big congrats go out to to Frank Williams and
his crew down in Houston for doing what was by all accounts a
great job in running this selection. As you may know, PAMPA
regularly tries to help the team with expenses. If you can help
out, please send a dollar to two to Secretary/Treasurer Michael
Strand, specifying what it is to be used for; every little bit helps.
Elsewhere in this issue, you should find a copy of the Nats
2016 schedule. By the time you read this I should have sent out a
letter seeking volunteers. I sincerely hope you can all attend and
compete at the Nats, but while you are there, why not volunteer
to help out with the event? We are looking for help in all phases
of the eight separate events over the seven days of competition.
Get involved!

District VI
by Dennis Adamisin

The Pioneer Park Board put the Sportliners right up in front along the entry road
adjacent to the park.

National Model Aviation Day in Support of Wounded
Warrior Project
My last two columns were tied up with my adventures at some
recent meets; I did not mention the Air Show by the Indianapolis
Sportliners at Pioneer Park. This is the second time they have
done this, and it is helping to cement the club’s relationship with
the Pioneer Park Board where they fly.
This is a simple but vital activity to show that model aviators
are contributing citizens of their communities. No doubt it sits on
the positive side of the ledger when it comes to securing and
retaining flying sites. The fact that the club activity also helped
raise funds for a vital charity further strengthens the purpose of
hosting the event. Gary Alspaugh sent this summary of the
airshow:

They were able to use a nice pavilion for a static display.

The Indy Sportliners hosted their second annual airshow in support of National
Model Aviation Day. The site was Pioneer Park, where the club regularly flies.

Part of the static display the Indy Sportliners set up at their air show for National
Model Aviation Day. The site was Pioneer Park in Mooresville IN.
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“We are happy to report that the donations to Wounded
Warrior Project totaled $105.”
—Gary Alspaugh

The flightline at Indy Sportliners National Model Aviation Day air show. It was set
up behind the cones, but close enough for the public to see everything.

Some of the action from the Indy Sportliners National Model Aviation Day air
show. Clancy Arnold works on firing up the TD 020 on his Mini Barnstormer.
Gary Alspaugh holds, while Mike Girdley stands by to offer “constructive advice.”

“This is a day that the members of the Indy Sportliners will
remember for a long time. Besides the club members, we were
joined by other Control Line fliers from around the State of
Indiana. The event was held at Pioneer Park in Moorseville.
“The pictures show some of the models that were either on
display or flown. We were not alone. At the same time, the park
sponsored a free ‘Touch-A-Truck’ for the local youth. There was
also a display of racing boats. These boats were hand-built by
their owners and are powered by antique outboard motors. Other
features of the park are its swimming pool and zip line. The zip
line, for $5 each, will send you and a friend 500 feet into the
woods and then return you to the starting point.
“With so many emergency vehicles on display, the day would
not be complete without an emergency run. The fire department’s
pumper fire truck left with red lights flashing and siren
screaming, followed about two minutes later by the aerial ladder
truck—just your untypical day at the park.
“Besides the Control Line model airplanes, an RC car club
was next to our display with both racing and rock climbing. They
would let anyone try to drive their 4-wheel drive model trucks
over the obstacles.

Someone volunteers and takes the lead; willing workers
follow. Gary Alspaugh is in regular contact with the Pioneer Park
Board and deeply committed to National Model Aviation Day and
Wounded Warrior Project. I have flown at Pioneer Park with the
Sportliners numerous times. It is a nice place to fly, on the
southwest edge of Indy, relatively close by. Flying sites like this
do not just “happen.” Supporting the park board by weaving
aeromodeling into the annual Pioneer Park event is a good way to
make sure they can keep on flying there. The donation to
Wounded Warrior Project makes it all doubly worthwhile.
This is my last column from this chair. Starting January 1, I
will be taking over as PAMPA President from Warren Tiahrt, and
my role here in District VI will be commissioned to Larry Fruits.
I met Larry briefly in Muncie, then this fall he drove about 50
miles to join Wesley Dick and me for some flying sessions.
He’s a good (and steadily improving) flier who builds a really
nice airplane. (He has a Velvet 3 on the board now and will
hopefully be flying it next spring.) Another feature that made
Larry stand out as an excellent candidate is that knowing the
situation, he assertively came to me and volunteered to take on the
District VI position. PAMPA is a collection of volunteers all trying
to be of service to this event. If we want CL Precision Aerobatics
to continue, it is on all of our shoulders to emulate Larry and
volunteer to carry the ball just a little farther down the field.
As many of you know, I have worked closely with John
Brodak on his electric flight systems. Over the past couple years,
I designed over 20 (and counting) electric conversions and built
models so I could write the instruction sheet for the conversion.
Recently, I got involved with helping him write assembly
manuals for several new full kits. As a result, I have a big
backlog of new builds cluttering up the shop and no worries over
things to do—except I do stress over what to do next.
EGAD, many of these models will not even be electric! My
most recent build uses cloth hinges (first time since 1967), and I
have started using dope finishes for the first time in over 30
years. The methods and smells are nostalgic, but geez, I am
rediscovering why I hate dope finishes.

Latest project out of the Adamisin Stunt-works is the Viking OTS model to be
powered by a Brodak .40. As shown ready for finish, the bird weighs a scant 24
ounces. This one is really going to dance.
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The kits all assemble easily and fast, but when you stop to take
a picture at every step, then later on try to organize the pictures
and write some details, things quickly slow to a crawl. I am
settling on a system whereby I hope to build for a couple hours,
then set the bird aside and write up just what I did, then build
some more … etc. Hopefully, that will keep it focused and keep
the progress steady. After all, I need to timely write columns for
this newsletter, too…
Probably the hardest part of writing this column is securing

Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
Wisconsin

stories and pictures of stunt activity from around the district. In
the couple of years that I have represented District VI, I have
received a lot of pictures, building notes, and contest reports from
numerous people in the district; for that I thank you. Keep in
mind that Larry will need the same kind of support, so I
encourage you to send a steady stream of information to him to
help him prepare his column so it best represents the Stunt fliers
in District VI. SN
—Dennis

District VII
by Bob McDonald

Hello, everybody. It’s time again for stuff from District VII. This
time we have some info from the Michigan Stunt Championships
in Westland Michigan at the Signal Seekers field. The event was
held on August 15 and 16, 2015. I got talked into being the CD
(you would think I had enough of that after being the Nats ED).
Curt Nixon was my assistant (also a glutton for punishment). The
weather cooperated again; we have been lucky the past few years
on that point.
This is a small contest, with usually about a dozen or so
participants, but most fly multiple events so everything works out
pretty well. Also, we had some really neat and unique entries this
year, especially in Old Time Stunt and in Classic. So, thanks to
Peter Hanson from Canada, who took all of the pictures. I will
share with you some of what went on.

Big Wings apparently multiply. Dave Adamisin of Northville, Michigan, also
brought his just-finished Big Wing, which also flew well. (Dave hasn’t been flying
for a while, so he had a little trouble remembering the Old Time pattern [twice].)

Talk about unique! Here’s Dennis Adamisin and his Big Wing that was originally
designed and built by his dad, Big Art, and Big Art’s brother Paul. The thing is as
strange as it looks, but actually flies really well. Dennis finished a real close
second to John Paris in Old Time.
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Again, something a little different from Dennis—his Electric Fancy Pants. Dennis
was just nudged out of first by John Paris flying an Oriental.

After the Saturday events were complete, we all made our way
to Randy Ryan’s house for the traditional Hot Dog Roast and
flying fun stuff in his backyard.

Something you don’t see many of is Randy Ryan’s big and really pretty
Gladiator. This model has been refinished, and Randy flew it in both Classic and
Advanced and won Advanced with it!

Randy’s other passion, besides airplanes, is restoring older motorcycles,
particularly old Indians. That’s Frank Carlisle looking things over.

This is the real important part of the day—a bunch of Stunt fliers, sitting around,
eating free food.

Of course we had celebrity appearances by our Junior and Senior National
Champions, Samantha Hines and Mike Paris… and Samantha’s new little friend,
Indy. Samantha flew in Classic with her Brodak Oriental, and Mike few
Intermediate with a Brodak Cardinal.

The next day we flew PAMPA Stunt. That’s Curt Nixon and me (L) judging again.
I think this was Randy Ryan’s first Advanced flight.
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Here’s Vince Bodde and his Mini Mako, which he flew in both Expert and
Classic.

In 1950 Art and Paul Adamisin designed and built their Big Wing. In 2015, the
brothers reunited at the Weak Signals meet in Wayne, Michigan, to pose with
replicas of the Big Wing built by Art’s sons, Dave and Denny.

Gary Lutz and his Stuntress flying Expert. Gary always comes up from Missouri
to visit family in our area and help us out with judging and such.

And last, but definitely not least: Big Art, as you may know,
has of late had various health issues, but he was able to join us on
Saturday to watch Old Time and Classic and pose for some photo
ops.

Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas
Thanksgiving has come and gone here in District VIII. And we
have had lots to be thankful for this fall.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, held its fall contest on October 1718. Doug Patterson wrote the following:
“The Baton Rouge Bi-Liners thank all who came to Baton
Rouge to compete. The weather was sunny and balmy, but we did
have some very gusty winds which made for very much
turbulence coming over the trees that were near the west side of
circle. The fliers proved very capable in dealing with the winds,
but there was some puckering done on more than one occasion.
“There was one incident that occurred that ultimately had a
good conclusion. Jim Lynch was going to fly his beautiful Super
Ares in one of the rounds in Classic competition, but put his
handle on upside down and proceeded to take off. He somehow
was able to keep the plane on the ground resulting in the Ares
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That’s all I have for now, and I would like to remind everyone
that John Paris will be taking over my position after the first of
the year. This means that this is my last column. I’d like to take
this opportunity to personally thank John Paris for all the help
he’s given me over the years. I’d also like to thanks all those
District VII members who have contributed to this column during
my tenure.
’Til next issue. SN
—Bob McDonald
bobsp47@sbcglobal.net
Bob McDonald, 28746 Westfield, Livonia, MI 48150
734-421-4330

District VIII
by Doug Moon

running on the ground until it ran out of fuel. It looked like a
Greyhound chasing the rabbit around the circle. Fortunately, the
only damage was a slightly chewed prop and the bottom rear of
the wheel skirts were scraped. Jim did a great job in adapting to
the situation instantly. Most planes are lost in this situation!
“Some of the awards were to Pilots’ Choice Best War Bird,
Frank Williams, Bearcat; Pilots’ Choice Concours, Jim Lynch,
GEO-XL; Top Gun award to Frank McMillan for highest
placings in all the events; and special recognition awards to Frank
McMillan and Frank Williams for the contributions to model
aviation.
“In addition, the OTS Spirit of ’52 went to Don Cranfill’s VTail Sweet Pea, and the Spirit of ’64 went to Bill Rutherford’s
OPSA. I can’t say the name of the plane, much less spell it, but it
has two very small oval-shaped rudders on the stab/elevator.

“We are especially thankful for the volunteer help in judging,
tabulating, and running. Without them there would be no contest,
so thanks to you guys and gals very much.
“We had several new contestants for the first time in Baton
Rouge: Mike and Ron Waldron (dad), from Port Richey, Florida;
Jim and Jo Ann Lynch from Memphis, Tennessee; Don and Laura
Shackleton, from Atoka, Tennessee; Courtney Tanner and
Damarisse from El Dorado, Arkansas; Jim Svitko of FortWorth,
Texas; Charles Meeks from Abita Springs, Louisiana; and Paul
Taylor from Tennessee. We really enjoyed their company. Don
Shackleton and Courtney Tanner looked very smooth and
polished going through the Beginner pattern. I believe they are
going to be very good pattern fliers.
“I appreciate the hard work of all of our volunteers and some
of the fliers who volunteered to judge. Special thanks to Brent
Rogillio (CD, judge, everything, and pull test); Nick Iacussa
(judge, set-up, and pull test); John Blanchard (set-up, flier, food, runner, and pull-test); Charles Meeks (runner, flier, and set-up).
John is a new flier I just met and he worked his tail off running
scores and helping us. There was also Merle Pettigrew and Cathy
Causey (tabulations and food); Kathleen Patterson (tabulations
and registration); Maggie Blanchard (raffle and set-up); Gil
Causey (judge); Steve Millet (judge and tear down). Fliers who
judged were: Andy Stokey, John Hill, Dale Gleason, Frank
Williams.”

A perfect launch! Krocher photo.

Thank you, Doug.

How many times have we seen this? John Hill starts and Frank McMillan holds.
Krocher photo.

Appearance judging for the profile entrants in Baton Rouge. Those are some
really nice models. Photo by Fred Kocher.

Eldorado, Arkansas, fliers got themselves a new paved. It’s it
nice and level, too. They have an excellent modeling facility.
There is a nice long RC runway that looks out over a nice open
flying area. They have a grass circle and a paved circle and a
covered pit area with electrical outlets. On top of all that the
people are amazing. If you can get out that way, go for it. You
will have a great time. They held their fall contest on November
14-15. Saturday was a rain out but Sunday had some good flying.
They will have their John Gunn Open Invitational Stunt Contest
on April 30/May 1, 2016.

The contestants and crew at Eldorado AR. Photo by Jason Cunningham.

In this other view of the appearance judging, you can see some of the really nice
PA models as well. Krocher photo.

On October 10-11 the F2B Team Trials were held in Houston
at Scobee Field. My brother and I were able to attend and I have
to say it was one of the smoothest-run contests I have ever been
involved in. Frank Williams and crew really had the process
hammered down as if they had been doing it for years.
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Food. Did someone say food? The desert looked like
something straight out a church bake sale somewhere. It was
awesome! I hovered over that table many times.

Frank Williams explains the procedures at the pilots’ meeting. John Hill and Mark
Troutman are well prepared as well for the contest.

The Team Trials was a great contest and it was a ton of fun. It
was a hard-fought battle every inch of the way. The facilities
were top notch. Frank and crew had it all under control from end
to end. For example, I would land from one of my official flights,
roll up the lines, clean the plane, get a much-needed drink of
water, converse with Steve and Mike about my many dreadful
mistakes, and walk over to the pavilion and low and behold, my
score would already be posted. This happened time and time
again. I would make some mistakes and my score would be
posted!
It was awesome—well not my mistakes. Their team was spoton both days! The competitors can’t thank you enough.

The Junar takes aim in the pits. That plane was actually built and flown in 1984,
and many years after. There are FAI stickers on the wing showing it has made
the trip before. Oh yeah, it is also two years older than the pilot, Chris Rud.
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Did someone say sweets? Oh yeah, I spent some time by this table.

The Team Trials is a hard contest. FAI flying is a bit
different, and eye-opening for sure. If you blow the high-point
maneuvers, it’s very difficult to make it up. In AMA
competition, the maneuvers are all worth the same 10-40. If you
blow the square eight, just make sure you had good inverted
flight and you can make it up there, or with a good landing, etc.
In FAI, the square eight is worth 10 points times a factor of 18.
Loops are worth 10 points times a factor of 6.
You can see how perfect loops won’t make it up even on
your best day. The toughest part is doing it over and over and
over. I saw lots a very good flying. Certainly I would have liked
to have been up the ladder a little more, but I am very glad I
attended the event and very thankful to those who put on the
contest.
Steve and I looked it over many times and talked at length
about the contest during our trip home, as we listened to the
Cowboys get slaughtered once again, and we both came to the
conclusion that the judges got it right 100% across the board.
I talked with the pit boss for a while on Sunday. And we
came to the conclusion there is no way on earth either of us
would want to judge that contest. The flying was very close and
that makes it so tough. But once again a quick review of the
final placing and it was on the money.
Congrats to Paul, David, and Orestes, and Chris as the first
alternate. Richard wasn’t too far out from Chris. I really wanted
to catch Howard but he got me by just over 3 points. Joe and his
wife, Colleen, put on a good showing. Not only was Joe excited
about this contest but he bought himself a new Chipmunk—a
real one!
Frank had a great two days of flying and found himself in
ninth place. His Stardust is really cool! Kenney Stevens flew a
very quick and crisp pattern. Wes Eakin, Chris Stevens, and I
were watching Kenney’s last flight and he made a minor
mistake somewhere along the way and Wes said, “Kick him in
shin for that one!” It was so funny!
There was much laughter this weekend that’s for darn sure!!
After a good night’s sleep I think am ready to try again!

Above: The pavilion that looks out over the circles provided some much-needed
shade.

Left: Doug Moon’s Riff Raff making shapes in the sky. Note that slick cowl holder
and rubber bands. Photo by David Russum.

It’s great to spend time with these guys and get to know them
more and more. Orestes and Josias have so many stories—it’s
great!
That’s all I have for now. See you in the spring of 2016. SN
—Doug Moon

District IX
by Jack Pitcher

Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming

High Desert Control Line Fiesta
A contingent of Colorado fliers made a foray into District VIII
in August to attend the High Desert Control Line Fiesta in
Albuquerque. Sponsored by the New Mexico Coalition of
Control Line Addicts, the Control Line events were flown on the
paved RC runway at Maloof Airpark in Albuquerque. The
PAMPA Stunt classes, Old Time Stunt, and the Scale events were
all flown on Saturday with Navy Carrier flown on Sunday.

Saturday conditions for Stunt were hot, high altitude, and
occasionally breezy. At the pilots’ meeting, CD Dick Perry was
careful to warn us that, “We are hot, we are high, and we are dry.”
It was an admonition to consume plenty of water and sunscreen.
The afternoon temperature got up to around 90° with density
altitudes in the high 8,000s. Some caution was required in
corners, but we all got through it all right.
Judges Linda Brainard and Gary Marchand
at work. Photo by Chris Brainard.

Chris Brainard preparing to launch his Tom Dixon-designed Kairos on the Maloof
Airpark circle with Mark Gerber assisting. Photo by Linda Brainard.
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A barbeque and trophy presentation was held Saturday night in
the beautiful backyard of the home of our CD, Dick Perry. There
was good food and refreshments and time for a relaxing visit with
friends.
Results for this contest can be found in the Contest Reports
section in back of your Stunt News. The following are a few
pictures from Albuquerque:

Mark Gerber, Lou Wolgast, and Jack Pitcher relaxing at the awards presentation.
Linda Brainard photo.

Here’s Lou Wolgast receiving the Expert First-Place trophy from CD Dick Perry.
All the trophies were beautiful laser-etched mugs. Linda Brainard photo.

Jerry Higgins accepts the Advanced First-Place trophy from CD Dick Perry.
Linda Brainard photo.
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Here’s the Colorado gang: (L-R) Jerry Higgins, Jack Pitcher, Chris Brainard,
Linda Brainard, Mark Gerber, and Ray Nyce. Brainard photo.

Rocky Mountain Control Line Championships
On the weekend before Labor Day, and just one week after the
Albuquerque contest, the Rocky Mountain Aeromodelers (RMA)
held its annual Rocky Mountain Control Line Championships at
Front Range Airport in Watkins, Colorado, just east of Denver.
This contest has been traditionally held over Labor Day
weekend, but this year a relatively late date change had to be
made moving the event up a week into August. This was due to
unforeseen unavailability of the site on Labor Day weekend. The
airport authorities have decided that use of the airport grounds
must now come at a significantly higher rental cost. Apparently, a
group with deeper pockets came along and displaced the RMA
from the Labor Day time slot.
Administration and judging of the Stunt events was provided
by members of the Colorado Control Line Aerobatics Club lead
by co-EDs Jerry Higgins and Linda Brainard.
Classic and Old Time events were flown on Saturday in winds
that started out light in the morning but got quite stiff in the
afternoon. Sunday conditions for the PAMPA classes and Profile
Stunt were much better. Light winds prevailed most of the day
with occasional thermals on the circle to make things interesting.
Temperatures climbed into the high 80s in the afternoon making
for some thin air. Some of the heavier airplanes were seen to stall
in corners quite readily.
Results for the RMA contest will appear in the Contest
Reports section in back of Stunt News. Following are some
pictures from the RMA Championships:

Kaige Jones at the handle prepares for a flight in the Novice event. Dad, Rich
Jones, is doing the starting duties. Photo by Jack Pitcher.

Here’s Linda Brainard’s unnamed Novice entry. Note the flight instructions on the
right wing. Linda scored a pair of 36-point landings with this airplane. Pitcher
photo.

This Humongous is Keith McMahan’s Old Time Stunt entry. It is LA .46-powered.
That’s Jerry Chambers launching. Pitcher Photo.

Jerry Higgins prepares to start the FP .40 on his Jamison with Chris Brainard
holding. Pitcher photo.

This Shark 45 is owned by Jared Hays, and it is powered by an ST .46. Jared
says that this plane goes back a long ways. Construction was first started by his
Grandpa and finished up by his Dad. Jared recently restored and recovered it for
Classic competition. Pitcher Photo.

Here’s Jerry Higgins RH-1, which is a Pathfinder with different fuselage styling.
Powered by a T&L ST .51, it flew in both the Advanced and Profile events.
Pitcher photo.
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Here’s Jack Pitcher’s venerable Centennial. Over 20 years old, it still
occasionally appears on the flightline. PA .61 SE-powered. Pitcher photo.
This is Jared Hays’ Strega, from an ARF much modified for a more scalelike
appearance. Powered by an ST .60 swinging a 13 x 8 APC prop, it makes quite
a statement in the air. Pitcher photo.

Arizona, California, Guam, Hawaii,
Nevada, Utah
Everybody has their own method of storing stunt ships; they are
often ruled by our own real estate circumstances. Lou Wolgast is
fortunate to have a large garage with a high ceiling. Lou has built
numerous racks that hold his models horizontally and stacked
vertically. The wall-mounted racks are high enough up to allow
the area beneath them to be used for benches, tables, or other
storage. The racks are placed throughout the garage allowing him
to easily store several dozen models.

Airplane racks at the shop of Lou Wolgast. This arrangement is versatile, simple,
durable, and low-cost.

Lou’s racks are made of PVC tubing, mounted horizontally
and covered with soft, foam insulation material. The model’s
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As always, if you’d like your projects and activities to appear
here in our district report, you first have to send them to me. My
contact points are listed on the Trustees page in this magazine. SN
—Jack

District X
by Jim Hoffman

wing rests on a foam-covered tube. The tube needs to be about 2
to 2½ feet in length to extend from the forward tip of the spinner
to the wing trailing edge. Lou adds zip ties around the foam to
prevent the foam from sliding around on the PVC tube. This
arrangement requires a rigid and strong hard point to hold the
cantilevered PVC rods. Lou’s PVC tubes are rigidly mounted in a
1-inch-thick board. The board is mounted securely to the garage
wall.
Other options for this type of rack include the use of wooden
dowels instead of PVC. My rack is similar, and is built with
multiple mounting points to allow vertical adjustment and storage
of an extra-large model or to squeeze several smaller models
closer together. The models can be stored inverted if there is
some reason for that. I will point out that more dust can and will
accumulate on models stored horizontally than those stored
vertically (nose down). Ask me how I know.

Beautiful Electric profile model build by Bob Duncan. Bob’s model is named
Fazer and is based on the ThunderGazer design. Photo by Bob Duncan.

Check out the very neat and sanitary electric powertrain on Bob Duncan’s Fazer.
Well done, Bob! Duncan photo.

Great American ARF-OFF
Every year, Jim Aron runs a few stunt events with creative,
humorous, and just plain fun themes. Recently, he ran the Great
American ARF-OFF in Woodland, California. He took the
opportunity to generate some very unique and creative awards.
Below are excerpts from a note I received from Ted Fancher
regarding the ARF-OFF.

“My good buddy, Uncle Jimby Aron, has struck once again.
Among his many talents, Jim runs some of the most entertaining
aerobatic model airplane competitions in the galaxy. I was
fortunate to win the latest one (blitzing my buddy and former
National Champion Brett Buck by 0.65 points out of 581 of them,
and was blessed with what you see in these pictures—trophies
commensurate with the seriousness of the competition.
“The event is known as the Great American ARF-OFF. ARF,
of course, brings dogs to Jimby’s mind (in particular his and wife
Paulette’s beloved big black dog, Chumly, who unfortunately left
them for the doggy park in the sky only shortly before the event).
All kidding aside, it was a very serious and sad event for Jim and
Paulette. At the pilots’ meeting, Jim announced that the event will
in the future be called ‘The Chumly Memorial ARF-OFF’ in
Chumly’s memory—a really good idea.
“Following the event, not content to simply hand out the
assembled trophies, each recipient was ‘required’ to remain on
the banquet floor (actually under a canopy at the sweltering
flying field) and, as a group, assemble their trophies before being
allowed to drive home, as they were ‘Almost Ready to Showoff,’
as opposed to mere classic plastic bowling trophies. All of the
recipients managed to assemble them successfully (no balloons
were broken in the production of the finished units) and were
able to depart after cleaning up their messes.”

ARF-OFF awards came in a kit box. Here is the box cover from the creative
mind of Jim Aron. Fancher photo.

Here’s the ARF-OFF perpetual award created by Jim Aron—a large dog
clamping the wing of the red and white Gee Bee racer replica on the top with a
wooden base and the crystal-etched glass globe on which he stands. This gem
currently resides in the home of Ted and Shareen Fancher. Photo by Ted
Fancher.

ARF-OFF kits of course had assembly instructions. I especially like the balloon
inflation effort of Fig. 1, also from the imaginative mind of Jim Aron. Fancher
photo.
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Man Cave
Warren Walker of Alta Loma, California, has been a driving
force of the Knights of the Round Circle in southern California.
Warren has been a CD, a key organizer of various events at
Whittier Narrows flying site, a past winner of the Douglas Barton
Award, and the host of many social events and building sessions
at his legendary man cave.

in Albuquerque. A small group of Arizonians made the trek to fly
Stunt, Scale, and Carrier, and enjoy their hospitality, particularly
the great Saturday evening dinner party at the home of CD Dick
Perry and his wife, Susan. Folks also came from Colorado and
New Mexico.
The flying site was at Maloof Airpark in Albuquerque, where
we used the RC runway for the Control Line events and very
much enjoyed the adjacent shaded ramada. The club fed us lunch
at the site and made us feel totally welcome. I especially enjoyed
watching my Impact not fall out of the sky when the density
altitude reached 9,000 feet.

A bottle of Man Cave Cabernet from the Walker and Friends Cellars. Is that
vintage year 3 BC or AD?

It was recently rumored that Warren is now retired from that
day job, or partially retired, and clearly in need of yet another
hobby. No sooner had I heard this rumor than a bottle of Warren’s
homemade Man Cave wine came my way—another great hobby
for a mildly energetic fellow. The bottle is currently aging in my
wine cellar.
High Desert Control Line Fiesta
The New Mexico Coalition of Control Line Addicts hosted its
ninth annual High Desert Control Line Fiesta, August 22 and 23,

District X Stunters in the pits getting ready to fly at the Albuquerque contest on
Saturday.

Burt Brokaw at the Albuquerque contest with his
Fun Scale Mustang. Burt flew Stunt, Scale, and
Carrier.

Lou Wolgast won PAMPA Expert in Albuquerque with his Pentastar.
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At the site I noted a monument of what appears to be a Morton
M5 radial engine. Below the engine is a placard identifying the
site at Maloof Airpark as a National Aeromodeling Historic
Landmark and Dedicated by the AMA. SN

Here’s a nice shot of Dave Fitzgerald and his Thundergazer taken at the 2015
Nats. Photo by Josias Delgado.

National Aeromodelling Historic Landmark at Maloof Airpark in Albuquerque.

District XI
by Mark Scarborough

Hey, welcome back. So it appears last issue’s column didn’t
scare you away. I guess that’s good. Well, perhaps it did have
some effect, since this time when I asked for input I got some
good feedback. Okay, well, not so much feedback, but some
pictures and info on what’s happening around the area. So, that
either means they liked what I wrote or they were worried I
would ramble on again. Regardless, this issue we have some in
progress projects from around the area to share.

—Jim Hoffman
2658 W. Montgomery Drive
Chandler, AZ 85224-7854
480-897-0630 (home)
480-329-3316 (cell)
windswept4@cox.net

Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Washington
conclusions. What he did do for me was grab some shots of Pete
Peterson’s new Jamison special. I believe he said this is Pete’s
number-five Jamison. His previous builds were spread around to
others to fly and enjoy.

Non-transparency…
First off, Mike Haverly said his project is either top secret, or
it’s not far enough along to show yet. Draw your own

Here’s Pete Peterson’s new, nontransparent-finish Jamison Special
on the paint stand. Photo by Mike
Haverly.

And here’s a smiling Pete Peterson posing with his new Jamison Special.
Haverly photo.
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This is the first thing I have seen Pete build in a while without
a transparent finish. He used automotive pigment in Randolph
clear for the white base, and as I understand it, the trim colors are
off-the-shelf Randolph dope colors.
I gather it’s a 100% dope finish; Pete is not big on the urethane
finishes. From the pictures it appears to be another fantastic build
from Pete’s “Skunk Works.”
Thanks to Mike for sharing Pete’s new build. I can’t wait to
see it in person. I understand this is his new ride for VSC? As for
Mike’s top-secret project, I hear it’s a new Chizler? But don’t tell
anyone… it’s a secret, remember?

intense interest in picking up my X-Acto knives so we have to
watch that. Mom would not be happy with me if he got a hold of
them. (Well, not just yet, anyway, but soon he will get to build
some hand-launch gliders maybe?)
I heard from Steve Helmick. He has been busy trying to get
himself into fighting shape. Seems as though he thinks he is
getting old or some nonsense, and his body doesn’t want to
behave like the 25-year-old he thinks he is. We are all pulling for
a complete restoration. That way he can’t use it as an excuse
when I beat him next year.

Slider refinish
Randy Powell is refinishing his Slider that he converted to
electric last year. He was pretty happy with the way it flew as an
electric, and for that matter as a glow plane. He decided it was
worth spending some time making it pretty again, since it has
suffered some hanger rash so was likely due for a sprucing up.
He stripped it down to the silkspan and repainted it. From the
pictures I saw, it looks like another Powell masterpiece. However,
Randy was too busy packing for his pilgrimage to far off lands
for vacation. He said something about beautiful flying weather
and sand? But due to the hours-long plane ride there will be no
airplanes along on this trip. He has been waiting for some
halfway decent weather to apply the clear topcoats to the Slider,
but so far it’s been either windy, rainy, or too cold, so he is
waiting.
Update: I just heard from Randy. He woke up this morning
and it was 82°, calm, and sunny this morning. Alas, he is in some
tropical island somewhere so he still can’t clearcoat the Slider.
Backup tail
Paul Walker shared a couple pictures of his shop project. He is
bringing out his 2012 Impact (take-apart) and preparing it as a
backup for the Worlds this upcoming year. He is building a new
horizontal stab for it, including some alterations from the Impact
configuration to more closely resemble what he has been doing
with his current Predator configuration.

And here’s the new tail in place on the backup airframe. Walker photo.
This is Paul Walker’s new tail for his World Championship backup Impact.
Walker photo.

I hope to make a pilgrimage up to the Walker Stunt Ranch this
winter for some inspiration on my ongoing Impact build.
Speaking of which, during the last few weeks the only thing I
have managed to build is the Christmas tree, but on a good note,
Jackson, my 21-month-old grandson, was very helpful in
assembling and applying the trim to this build, so it was
worthwhile.
He is also fascinated by Poppa’s airplanes and loves to hang
out with me when I am building, though he does have a rather
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Seriously, we all need to think about our health; things tend to
deteriorate on us if we don’t stay active. I know I am trying to be
more physically active this winter so that when spring comes I
don’t have to work out all the kinks again.
Closet Stunt flier
I heard from another unlikely source in my quest for
information, too. Up north of us resides a dedicated Speed and
Racing guy. Paul Gibeault comes down to participate in the
Regionals in Racing and Speed. He dabbles a lot with ½A-sized
stuff. (Rumor has it he flies that because it matches his…uh…
stature?)
Well, sources close to him indicate he is a closet Stunt flier.

Now my research indicates he is more of a Stunt plane collector.
He sent me some pictures of his stable of Stunt ships. He has
some pretty nice birds! Now we need to get him to quit trying to
convert Dave Fitzgerald to a Speed flier and work on converting
Paul to a Stunt flier!

Here’s Paul Gibeault’s fleet of Stunt models. It looks like He has a thing for
Noblers. Photo by Paul Gibeault.

Seriously, we love to have guys from other disciplines come
participate with us. Thanks, Paul, for sharing your pictures.
I heard another rumor. I heard Gerald Schamp may be taking
some time away from building his sand buggy to build a new
Stunt ship. It is unclear at this time whether he is going to come
fly with us, or if he is just converting hyper-light balsa into
shavings for the recycle bin. Only time will tell. I know I would
love to see him back participating with us.
Wescott exploits…
Tim Wescott (designer of the TUT timer I shared a couple
issues back) was the recipient of one of Paul Walker’s older
models recently. Paul donated his Atlantis model to Tim. After
much debate, Tim finally decided to power it with an LA .46.
This took some rather serious badgering. He was going to power
it with a different engine, but that engine was seriously heavier
than the LA.
Several people told Tim the LA would not be enough power,
but I personally believe this “disposable” Stunt engine is a lot
more powerful than people give it credit for. I have flown it on
some rather portly airframes and it has never let me down. Well,
except the one that peeled the plating off the liner in flight. But in
all fairness, that was a $15 eBay special, so I was not terribly
surprised that after about 250 flights on my Gee Bee profile it got
worn out.

Paul Walker’s Atlantis is now in the hands of Tim Wescott. He is doing some
interesting things with it, but I think I will wait and share those with you next
issue. Photo by Tim Wescott.
Paul Gibeault and
David Fitzgerald
compare Stunt (?)
ships. I’m not sure
that one will do
“tight” corners,
Paul… Gibeault
photo.

Paul captured
second place in the
Intermediate Class
at the Regionals
with his 25-year-old
modified Nobler.
Gibeault photo

Dist 11.09: Here’s another shot of the Atlantis. It’s a pretty airplane; I can’t wait to
see Tim flying it next year. Wescott photo.
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Tim has flown the Atlantis with the LA, and he was surprised
at how really well it flew with the engine. He is working on
finding a happy prop, but so far it’s working well for him. He is
also building a Legacy, but at least now he has a good solid
model to fly in competition next year. Thanks, Paul, for sharing.
I think we will be okay with seeing the Atlantis at contests next
year.
Not that we didn’t enjoy seeing the Twisted Sister, but…? He
is also helping his wife learn how to fly. The current excuse
for—I mean current story—the slow progress of his Legacy
build is that he can’t keep up with his wife’s learning curve. He
is building up semi-disposable/repairable airframes to help her
progress.
I guess we would be wrong to criticize his slow building
since the reason is valid. I wonder if perhaps his wife is
outsmarting him by keeping him so busy building she can get
good enough to beat him in competition! There are no facts to
substantiate this rumor; it’s just an observation. Tim is using
cores from Corehouse to build up these trainers for his wife so
they go together pretty quickly.
Tom Brightbill is building and flying. He and Tim fly
together whenever they can manage the time. It’s good to see
Tom progressing and enjoying this form of modeling. He is also
an RC glider pilot and a motorcycle guy. In fact, while I was at
the Nats this past summer, Tom and his buddy dropped by to

visit during their cross-country motorcycle trip.
Pat Johnston is building a lot more now that he has retired,
though it almost seems that he is busier now than he was while
he was working. He sent me a few pictures of his current
projects. He just built a new Ringmaster that will be electric
powered. Also, he finally got started on his new Shark 35 which
will also be electric powered. This promises to be another
beautiful build. His last Shark 35 was lost in Eugene at a
Regionals when he had a problem with handle/line orientation.
Pat recently cut me some parts for my new Impact that I
really need to do something with. Hopefully, I can get some
building in this coming week now that I have this column
written! The new Impact will be electric, and all the aero
relevant numbers will be totally Impact, but some of the
cosmetics will be mine. It’s basically a clone of last year’s but
lighter! Well, I hope lighter. Thanks to Paul for his input and Pat
for the parts.
I am going to wrap this up for now. (I am saving some stuff
for the next column.) I really appreciate the input from the
gentlemen in the Northwest when I called for info this time. It
makes a tremendous difference when it comes time to fill my
space. Keep it coming.
In the meantime, get friendly with your sandpaper, get
building, and remember that painting is the best part!. SN
—Mark

Here’s the beginning of a Cartoon-Scale Mooney Mite that Tim is building for his wife,
Robin. She’s planning on flying in Beginner next year. This model is based around a set
of Phil Cartier’s Psycho Streak III wing cores, which Tim hopes will be nearly
indestructible (he has four spare sets…). Tim chose the Mooney because it’ll be more
interesting than the usual “motor-and-a-stick” slow Combat plane, and because it’s a
low wing, which will allow him to put the bellcrank on the top of the wing and have the
leadouts line up with the vertical CG. Wescott photo.
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Contests

Contest Calendar

For up-to-date listings see the AMA Web site: modelaircraft.org/events/calendar.aspx. Be sure to confirm with the CD before
going to a contest. Please submit new listings and contest results to Howard Rush, hmrush@comcast.net. Submit contest ads to
Gene Martine, gmflying@bellsouth.net .
Events marked with an asterisk use nonstandard rules. Contact CD for details.
2016 Contests:
January 16-17
King Orange International,
Whitehouse Naval Outlying Field, Jacksonville FL
Take exit 351 from I-10, go north to US 90,
go west on US 90, take Halsema Road north to the field.
Saturday: Basic*, Old Time, N-30, Profile*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Int., Adv., Exp.)
Get Navy waiver form from CD before the contest.
CD: Gene Martine, (904) 786-8650, gmflying@bellsouth.net
Assistant CD: Lynn Weedman, x47weed@aol.com
January 30-31
66th Southwest Regionals
Christopher Columbus Park,
4600 N. Silverbell Rd, Tucson, AZ
Saturday: Old Time, Classic & Super 70s*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Advanced, Expert)
CD: John Callentine, (520) 743-7235,
johncallentine@gmail.com ,
5625 W Owl Ridge Rd.; Tucson, AZ 85745
http://ccmaconline.org/regn_fly_2016.pdf
February 13
Presidents’ Day Contest and Fun Fly
Garland Hobby Park,
E. Northwest Highway and Garland Rd., Dallas, TX
Old Time, Classic
Contact: Bill Bischoff, billbisch@hotmail.com
www.dmaa-1902.org
February 28
Ice-O-Lated Stunt, Perky, and Fox .35 Speed Contest
Buder Park, Valley Park, MO
Take exit 272 north from I-44, turn right at Meramec St.
Basic Flight*, Profile*,
Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Intermediate, Adv., Exp.)
CD: Fred Cronenwett, (316) 680-1515,
clscale@rocketmail.com
https://lafayetteesquadrillecl.wordpress.com/lafayetteesquadrille-cl/control-line-contest-st-louis/control-line-conteststunt-pampa-perky-speed-fox35-speed-st-louis/

March 5-6
Airstormers’ Spring Tune-Up
9201 SW Fox Brown Road, Indiantown, FL 34956
Saturday: Old Time, Nostalgia 30,
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Int*, Adv.*, Expert*)
CD: Len Bechtold, (561) 747-5129, team-38@team-38.com
Contact: Rich Peabody, (201) 669-2605
March 15-19
Vintage Stunt Championships 28
Christopher Columbus Park,
4600 N. Silverbell Rd, Tucson, AZ
Tuesday-Wednesday: Old Time, Ignition Old Time,
Ringmaster Old Time
Thursday-Saturday: Classic & Super 70s*
Entry deadline: March 4, 2015
CD: Jim Hoffman, 2658 W Montgomery Dr, Chandler, AZ
85224, (480) 329-3316, windswept4@cox.net
http://www.ccmaconline.org/vscxx.htm
April 30-May 1
John Gunn Open Invitational Stunt Contest,
MASA Field, 736 Industrial Rd., El Dorado, AR,
N33.20825, W92.61626. Take Hwy 63 east of El Dorado,
turn right on Industrial Rd. Field is ½ mile on right.
Saturday: Profile*, Classic, Warbird*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Int., Adv., Exp.)
CD: Jason Cunningham, (870) 226-6509, (870) 814-6005,
jcunningham50@hotmail.com
August 13-14
Jim Coll Memorial Stunt Contest
6035 Shiloh Camp Road, 2 miles SW of Hurlock, MD
Saturday: Old Time, Profile*
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Int., Adv., Exp.)
CD: Jack Rosemere (410) 330-4663, jrosemere@verizon.net
http://www.esacclub.org/
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August 20-21
Allen Brickhaus Memorial Stunt Championships
McCracken County Model Air Park, Paducah, KY:
Saturday: Beginner Precision Aerobatics, Basic Flight*,
Profile*, Nostalgia 30, Old Time
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Intermediate, Advanced, Expert)
CDs: Charles Reeves, 8310 Moore Road, Paducah, KY 42001,
(270) 554-9920, chasreeves@comcast.net ;
Jim Lynch, 1249 West Perkins Rd, Memphis, TN 38117,
(901) 683-0492, stunt@bellsouth.net
http://www.paducahaeromodelers.com/
August 27-28
Fellowship of Christian Modelers FCM at AMA
AMA, E. Memorial Drive, Muncie, IN
Saturday: Classic, Old Time, Profile *
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beg., Int., Adv., Exp., Masters*)
Contact: Allen Goff, 2100 N Carrolton Dr., Muncie, IN 47304,
(765) 759-7473, fcm95@comcast.net
www.fcmodelers.com

September 17-18
Broken Arrow 29 Stunt and Scale Contest,
Buder Park, 200 Valley Park Rd, Valley Park, MO
Take exit 272 north from I-44, turn right at Meramec St.
Saturday: Old Time, Profile*, Classic/Nostalgia 30
Sunday: Basic Flight (Junior-Senior)*,
Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Int., Adv., Exp.)
CD: Bob Arata, 561 Goldwood Drive, Ballwin, Mo 63021,
(636) 391-0272
October 15-16
Golden State Stunt Championships,
Madera Airport, Madera, CA, http://g.co/maps/deq47
Saturday: Old Time, Classic
Sunday: Precision Aerobatics (Beginner, Int., Adv., Exp.)
CD: Brian Massey (559) 645.8018, bjmassey2@gmail.com
October 15-16
Olde Time Contest
Buder Park, 200 Valley Park Rd, Valley Park, MO
Take exit 272 north from I-44, turn right at Meramec St.
Old Time
CD: Fred Cronenwett, (316) 680-1515,
clscale@rocketmail.com

Stunthanger.com
Control line forum
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Contest Results
Carolina Criterium

October 17-18, 2015, Huntersville, NC
Results from Howard Shenton
Expert
Judges: Kent Tysor, Dave Wenzel
1 Derek Barry
529
Nakke
2 Todd Lee
526
Spitfire XIVe
3 Steve Fitton
524
Dreadnought
4 Dan Banjock
513
P-51 " Suzy Q"
5 Matt Colan
502
Thundergazer
6 Gene Martine
490.5 SV-11
7 Jared Hays
483
Strega
8 John Saunders
472
Stiletto 660
9 John Simpson
469.5 Cavalier
10 Charles Reeves
453
Southwick Lark
11 James Lee
452.5 Gee Bee

PA .40
OS .46LA
PA .61
PA .61
PA .65
PA .75
Supertigre .60
PA .51
AT .36
OS .46LA
Evo .60

Advanced
Judges: Wayne Robinson, Pat Robinson
1 Don Jenkins
502
Scorpio
2 Tom Morris
494
Cavalier-E
3 Gerry Glier
491
SV-22
4 John Tate
486.5 Legacy-E
5 David Smith
485.5 Vector 40E
6 Artie Jessup
480
Legacy
7 Vincent Langella
477.5 Nobler-E ARF
8 Price "Bub" Reese 476
Cavalier-E
9 John Lindberg
475
Cavalier
10 Brian Moore
474.5 Stiletto
11 Bill Mandakis
466
P-40 Warhawk
12 Bernard Suhamski 380
Smoothie
13 Alan Buck
165
SV-22 Excel

OS .46LA
Cobra 282
PA .61
Electric
E flite 25
Supertigre .60
RSM 35
E 25
OS .46LA
Evo .60
Supertigre .51
OS .40LA
PA .60

Intermediate
Judges: William Davis, Watt Moore
1 Mike Londke
461.5 P-40 ARF
2 Rusty Knowlton
436
Ukey

AT.36
OS .25FP

Beginner
Judges: William Davis, Pat Robinson
1 Joe Colly
155
Sting Ray

OS .25LA

Nostalgia 30/Classic
Judges: Bill Mandakis, Bob Zambelli
1 Steve Fitton
548.5 Nakke
2 Dan Banjock
545.5 Galloping Comedian
3 John Simpson
535.5 Cavalier
4 Charles Reeves 528.5 Southwick Lark
5 John Saunders
524.5 Stiletto 660
6 James Lee
524
Nobler ARF
7 Jared Hays
506
Stiletto
8 Gerry Glier
502
Stiletto
9 Tom Morris
492.5 Cavalier-E
10 Brian Moore
472
Stiletto
11 John Tate
458
Dolphin-E
12 Vincent Langella 423
Nobler-E ARF

DS .50
Fox .35
AT .36
OS .46LA
PA .51
Fox .35
ST .46
ST.46
Cobra 282
Evo .60
Electric
RSM 35

Old Time
Judges: William Davis, Wayne Robinson
1 Charles Reeves
305
Big Job
2 John Saunders
304.5 Humongous
3 Dan Banjock
301.5 El Diablo
4 Larry Draughn
301.5 Jamison
5 James Lee
293
Barnstormer
6 Tom Luper
292
Stunt Wagon
7 Bernard Suhamski 284
Viking
8 Price "Bub" Reese 279
Ringmaster
9 Bill Mandakis
278.5 Viking
10 Bob Zambelli
277.5 Icarus
11 Brian Moore
243.5 Yo Yo
12 Terry McDowell
215
Viking

Fox .59
Supertigre .46
Fox .35
DS .40
Fox .35
DS .50
OS .35S
Fox .35
B .40
Eta .29R
Fox .35
Supertigre .51

Profile
Judges: Alan Buck, Dave Wenzel
1 John Saunders
520 P-40 Warhawk Supertigre .46
2 John Rakes
500.5 Pathfinder
Supertigre .51
3 William Davis
498 TEOSAWKI-E E 25
4 Larry Draughn
490 TEOSAWKI
OS .46LA
5 Tom Morris
488 Cavalier-E
Cobra 282
6 Price "Bub" Reese 487 Cavalier-E
E 25
7 Dan Banjock
482 P-47
Fox .35 Twin
8 John Tate
475 P-40 Warhawk Supertigre .51
9 Gerry Glier
470.5 Buccaneer
DS .60
10 Wayne Robinson
466 Death Star "IDS" OS .46LA
11 Rusty Knowlton
426 Ukey
OS .25FP
12 John Lindberg
416.5 Cavalier
OS .46LA
13 Jared Hays
410 Cardinal
ST.46
14 Vincent Langella
339.5 Cardinal-E
RSM 46
15 Artie Jessup
298 P-40 Warhawk Enya .45
Basic Flight
Judges: Watt Moore, Brian Malin
1 Sam Londke
201
Skyray

Fox .35

John Ringo Award
Sam Londke Trophy
Carolina Spirit Award

Don Jenkins
Sam Londke
Everett Shoemaker

CD:
Stunt ED:
Score Running

Everett Shoemaker
William Davis
Kyle Anderson,
Shelley Gordon-Tysor
James Duckworth, Sonny Williams
Jeanna Mills
Holly Sparkman

Registration, Tabulation:
Lunch
Coffee and Donuts:
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Southeast Stunt 'N Fun

October 31 & November 1, 2015, Palmetto, FL
Results from Wayne Smith, CD
Expert
Judges: Sam Niebel, Rich Peabody
1 Gene Martine
550.5 SV-11
2 Matt Colan
547.5 Thundergazer
3 Josias Delgado
546
Yatsenko Shark
4 Eric Viglione
532.5 Rapier
5 James Lee
532
Gee Bee "Y"
6 Wayne Smith
529.5 Tracer
7 Tom Dixon
501
Cardinal 60
8 Bob Whitney
450.5 Formula "S"

PA .75
PA .61
Rimfire
PA .65
Evolution .60
Scorpion
DS .61
Electric

Advanced
Judges: Dave Hallas, Wayne Smith
1 Mike Waldron
543.5 Legacy Profile
2 Sam Niebel
536
e-Tracer
3 Don Ogren
525
Pathfinder

E-flite 32
Scorpion
E-flite 32

Intermediate
Judges: Sam Niebel, Rich Peabody
1 David Hallas
472
Scorpio
2 Jim Mynes
469.5 Sakitumi
3 Phil Bayly
39.5 Chief

Plett 25-12
Cobra 25
Supertigre .46

Beginner
Judges: Dave Hallas, Wayne Smith
1 Larry Minott
274.5 .38 Special
2 Joe Llanos
245.5 All American
3 Larry Helphinstine 231.5 Ring. Imperial
4 James Carter
220
Ringmaster
5 Jerry Austin
206
Twister
6 Len Bechtold
157
Strega

Evolution .36
Fox .35
Fox .35
Fox .35
OS .40
Supertigre .60

Old Time
Judges: Dave Hallas, Wayne Smith
1 Dennis Toth
308.75 El Diablo
2 Jim Lee
304.25 Barnstormer
3 Bob Whitney
298.5
Big Job
4 Sam Niebel
293.25 Barnstormer
5 Jim Mynes
284.25 Super Clown
6 Dale Josephson 268.5
All American
7 Larry Minott
261.5
Super Clown
8 Joe Llanos
230.5
All American
9 Rich Peabody
201.5
Smoothie

Fox .35
Fox .35
Supertigre .60
LA .25
Electric
OS .35
OS .25
Fox .35
OS .40

Nostalgia 30
Judges: Dale Josephson, Sam Niebel
1 James Lee
524
Nobler
2 Eric Viglione
523.5
Cavalier
3 Gene Martine
520.5
Lark
4 Tom Dixon
515.5
Stilares
5 Dave Hallas
461
Scorpio

Fox .35
OS .35FP
Aero .36
Stalker .40
Plett 25-12

Perpetual Trophy Expert Flyoff
Judges: Dave Hallas, Rich Peabody, Sam Niebel, Wayne Smith
1 Gene Martine
SV-11
PA .75
2 Josias Delgado
Yatsenko Shark Rimfire
3 Matt Colan
Thundergazer
PA .61
Registration: Kathy Smith, Debra Niebel
Weigh-in and Pull Test: Brian Cook
Runners: Kathy Smith, Debra Niebel, Brian Cook
Photographers: Jim Smith, Patti Nasrallah
Tabulators: Marge Josephson, Marty Doyle, Kathy Smith
Awards: Rich Peabody, Jim Smith, Patti Nasrallah
Support Crew of MCRC volunteers for grounds, concession,
music, and sound system

South Arkansas Stunt Championship
November 7-8, 2015, El Dorado AR
Results from Jason Cunningham

Expert
1 Joe Gilbert
2 Don Cranfill
3 Jason Greer
4 Dale Gleason

568.5
558.5
552.5
545

Advanced
1 Mike Waldron
2 Mark Troutman
3 Bill Brown

539
484
470.5

Intermediate
1 Dan Berry
2 Courtney Tanner
3 Terry Tocker
4 Mike Makepeace

401.5
384
340
126

Beginner
1 Brian Hendricks
2 Brent Rogillio

156
68

Classic
1 Joe Gilbert
2 John Hill
3 Dan Berry
4 Mike Makepeace
5 Courtney Tanner

544
484.5
412
364
298

Old Time
1 Joe Gilbert
2 Don Cranfill
3 Mark Troutman

287.5
284.5
234

Profile Expert
1 Don Cranfill
2 Joe Gilbert
3 Dale Gleason

547
545
521.5

Profile Advanced
1 Mike Waldron
2 Mark Troutman

453
441.5

Profile Intermediate
1 Dan Berry
2 Courtney Tanner
3 Mike Makepeace

300
276
276

Profile Beginner
1 Brent Rogillio
2 Brian Hendricks

158.5
155.5

CD: Norm Faith, Jr.
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2016 AMA Control Line Aerobatics National Championships
July 17-23, 2016

Looking for help in all phases of the eight separate events over the 7 days of competition. Get involved!

Friday, July 15-Saturday July 16

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice

Speed, McCool, Grass Circles

7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice
Beginner & Intermediate Stunt Registration*
Beginner & Intermediate Stunt Pilots Meeting*
Beginner & Intermediate Stunt Event*

L-Pad, Grass Circles
Grass Circles
Grass Circles
Grass Circles

7:00 a.m.
12:00 noon
2:30 p.m.

L-Pad, Grass Circles
Nats Headquarters

3:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice
Jr/Sr/Open/Advanced entries close
Open/Advanced Models Presented for
Appearance Judging
Pilots meeting
Concours Voting
Judges Seminar Review (Rules review)

180 Building
180 Building
180 Building
AMA Board Room

7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice
Judges Seminar Phase (Flight)
Old Time and Classic Stunt Registration*
Old Time & Classic Stunt Events Pilots Meeting*
Old Time & Classic Stunt Events*

L-Pad, Grass Circles
L-Pad Circle 4
Grass Circles
Grass Circles
Grass Circles

7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice
Open/Advanced Qualifications Rounds 1 & 2
PAMPA EC meeting
PAMPA General meeting

L-Pad, Grass Circles
L-Pad
AMA Board Room
AMA Board Room

7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice
Open/Advanced Qualifications Rounds 3 & 4

L-Pad, Grass Circles
L-Pad

7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice
Open Top 20
Advanced Finals

L-Pad, Grass Circles
L-Pad
L-Pad

7:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
12:00 noon.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Control Line Precision Aerobatics Practice
Jr/Sr processing and Appearance Judging
Jr/Sr Finals
Open Finals
Walker Cup Fly-off
PAMPA Reception
PAMPA Banquet

L-Pad, Speed, McCool

After Camp AMA

Sunday, July 17

Monday, July 18

Tuesday, July 19

Wednesday, July 20

Thursday, July 21
Friday, July 22

Saturday, July 23

L-Pad
L-Pad
L-Pad Circle of choice
L-Pad Circle of choice
Horizon Center
Muncie

*Unofficial Event
If you are flying only unofficial events, you still must register with NATs headquarters and pay a
site use fee, $10.
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Vintage Stunt Championships XXVIII
Flying Site:
Pilots meeting:
Hotel and Banquet:

x
x
x

March 15 ± 19, 2016

Christopher Columbus Park, 4600 North Silverbell Rd, Tucson, AZ 85745
Daily at 8:00 AM. Official flights start no later than 8:30AM.
Hotel Tucson City Center, 475 N Granada Ave., Tucson, AZ 85701 Phone: (520) 622-3000

Free full breakfast buffet @ 6:30AM and free happy hour 5:00 to 6:30 PM
$65 + tax 2 queens or one king suite (Must reserve by Feb 23, 2016)
$75 + tax 2 bedroom suite, 2 queens or one king + sleeper Sofa in the 2nd room

&ODVVLF 6XSHU¶V$SSHDUDQFHJudging - Wed. (Mar 16) starting promptly at 4:30PM at the Hotel Tucson City Center
Ringmaster S-1 Ringmaster required, no BOM, flown on grass. You may enter OTS, IGN OTS, and Ringmaster OTS if you wish.
Exhibition Event ± We invite you to fly or exhibit something COOL, interesting or representative of any early era of control line.
Exhibition to be held immediately after OTS on Tue & Wed. No pre-entry or fee required. Just show up with a current AMA license
and show us something cool.
Entry Deadline: Friday March 4th, 2016. By this date and time we need to have received \RXUHQWU\-RKQ&DOOHQWLQH¶VPDLOLQJ
address is on the registration form. Registration form is also available for download at www.ccmaconline.org
Our policy is to return your entry fees if you have registered and cannot attend for any reason
Awards Banquet: sign-up is held open until after the start of VSC. If you wish to attend the banquet and have not signed-up, check
with John Callentine at the flying site by 8 AM, March 16th. Refunds for the banquet cannot be made after 8 AM, Wed. March 16th
Raffle: Drawing at Appearance judging on Wed ± donations welcome and appreciated ± Contact Ken Guilford 602-908-2810

REGISTRATION FORM: VSC-XXVIII (28) March 15 ±19, 2016
NAME: ___________________________________________________________ AMA # ______________________
STREET: _______________________________CITY: ____________________STATE: ________ Zip ___________
EMAIL ADDRESS: _____________________________________ License Plate # and State: __________________
Needed if you would like entry confirmation

(Only if staying at flying site overnight)

FOR ANY AND ALL EVENTS: I hereby certify that I have read all information accompanying the entry form, and that the model(s) entered by me will be
built by me (if required) and flown in compliance with the current Competition Regulations (both AMA and PAMPA), and will previously have been
successfully flight tested and proved to be airworthy in accordance with the Official AMA Safety Code.

Signature: __________________________________________________
EVENTS ENTERED:
OTS @ $20.00

___________

(Tues. 15th ± Wed. 16th)

IGN OTS @ $20.00

___________

(Tues. 15th ± Wed. 16th)

OTS Ringmaster @ $20.00_________ (Tues. 15th ± Wed. 16th)
Classic @ $20.00

____________ (Thru. 17th ± Sat. 19th)

Super 70s @ $20.00______________ (Thru. 17th ± Sat. 19 )
th

BOM rule, as it applies to VSC is posted on
the Cholla Chopper Web Site

OTS/OTS IGN-current PAMPA rules - BOM not req’d
Ringmaster OTS - no BOM rule & no bonus for self-built models
•Classic & S/70 – no BOM. Zero (0) for appearance if the
contestant did not build the airplane

One round each day using all three asphalt circles. Two
highest scores of three flights will be added together for
the final score & placing

ARF’s, ARC’s, purchased or borrowed models are allowed in all events, but, models entered in Classic or Super 70s receive a zero (0)
for appearance points. No more than two contestants can fly the same plane in the same event. Example: Contestant 'X' and contestant
'Y' can fly the same plane in Classic but no one else. This goes for OTS, OTS Ign, and Ringmaster as well. For details refer to the Cholla
Chopper web site; www.ccmaconline.org

Awards Banquet Selections (Hotel Tucson City Center, Sat Night March 19)
Beef Top Sirloin _________ @ $30.00, Names: _______________________________________________________________
Chicken Marsala_________ @ $30.00, Names: _______________________________________________________________
Salmon ________________ @ $30.00, Names: _______________________________________________________________

Entry must be received no later than Friday March 4, 2016
Make Checks Payable to John Callentine (Email Johncallentine@gmail.com)
Mail to: John Callentine, 5625 W. Owl Ridge Rd., Tucson, AZ 85745
CD: Jim Hoffman:
2658 W. Montgomery Drive
Chandler, Az. 85224
Home 480-897-0630
Cell: 480-329-3316
Email: windswept4@cox.net

Assistant CD: Leroy Black
25526 W. Rio Vista Lane
Buckeye, AZ 85326
Home: 623-327-9227
Cell: 623-326-4110
Email: Lindyle1@yahoo.com

CHOLLA CHOPPERS WEB SITE: www.ccmaconline.org
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John Callentine
5625 W. Owl Ridge Rd
Tucson, Az. 85745
Home: 520-743-7835
Cell:
520-631-5420
Email: Johncallentine@Gmail.com

VSC MAP
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Stunt News
Wants You!
Wanted: Articles and Columnists for the pages of Stunt News.
Reward: Everlasting satisfaction that you have contributed to the advancement and
enjoyment of the greatest hobby/sport on earth!
Seriously, we need for all our members to put on their thinking caps and come up
with something for these pages. It could be a “How-To” article about a building or
flying technique that you have developed, a contest
coverage report, a personality piece, or even a fullblown construction article on an original design
model.
Without your contributions we simply will not be
able to continue filling these pages with
pertinent and interesting material about the art
and sport of CL Stunt flying.
We also need some new columnists. The
subjects of Finishing, Building, Flying and
Competition need to be addressed on a
continuing basis. If you would care to
take on the responsibility of
writing one of these
columns, or have an idea
for another column
subject, please contact
Bob Hunt via email at:
robinhunt@rcn.com, or by
phone at: 610-746-0106.

We need your help –
Now! Please join the
ranks of those who
share information and
write something for
Stunt News.
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PAMPA Products

Get your T-shirts, back issues of
Stunt News, CDs, and more!
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Books:
Classic Era Construction Drawings compiled by Tom
Morris $12.00
Old-Time Stunt Construction Drawings compiled by
Tom Morris $ 8.00
Pioneers of Control Line Flying by Charles Mackey
$12.00
PAMPA Decals, Stickers and Pins:
PAMPA Logo: Full color water-transfer decals. One 3-inch
diameter decal and two 1½-inch diameter decals $2.00
PAMPA Logo: Black on clear 1½-inch diameter vinyl
sticker $ .25
PAMPA Pin: A 1¼-inch diameter, five-color metal lapel pin
$ 4.00

PAMPA Products Order Form
Item Description

Payment
Cash
M.O. Check #: ____________
Credit Card
MasterCard
Visa

Quantity

Price Each

Total

Total for Products*
Shipping**

Account #: _______________________________
Exp. Date: _______________________________
V Code: ______________
Amount: _________________________
Signature: _______________________________
Telephone: ______________________________
Ship to:
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Total Cost
*Minimum Order $5.00 please
**Shipping: US Orders Under $60 add 25%
US Orders Over $60 add 20%
Other Nations Airmail add 40%
Other Nations Surface Mail add 30%
Canada and Mexico add 35%
Mail Order To: PAMPA Products
c/o Michael Strand
N2W31920 Twin Oaks Drive
Delafield WI 53018
Phone: (262) 352-0645
Email: pampamembership@
geartekinc.com

PAMPA
P.O. Box 320
Plainfield, IN 46168-0320

BRODAK

MANUFACTURING AND
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, INC.

WE ARE THE LARGEST KIT MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD -- AND GROWING!

Brodak Manufacturing Continues to Set New Standards for Excellence!

A Brodak Manufacturing kit is more than
just a kit. Our kits combine precision
engineering, top-quality materials, and
laser technology. Every Brodak kit comes
with illustrated, step-by-step instructions
that include helpful building tips. Our
newest releases in the ARF/ARC series
continue those traditions of excellence,
quality and value.

P-40B

ARF - $139.99
ARC - $134.99
Electric - $144.99

P-40B

Warbird Series

Our “Big Art” Tongue Mufflers
are back in stock!

Legendary PAMPA Hall-of-Famer “Big Art” Adamisin
called on more than 30 years of experience as a
precision tool and die maker when he created
tongue mufflers that set a
standard of excellence.
Machined right here in our
facility using the finest materials, these mufflers are
functional, attractive and
lighter than the original
ones. We have 20 sizes.

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS!

Don’t forget these great products from Brodak

FLATTENER (For all Brodak Butyrate Colors)
BRODAK IGNITION ENHANCER
BRODAK UV BLOCKER

BRODAK BUTYRATE DOPE PRODUCTS
Red Hot
Bargains
Galore!

Check out the
www.brodak.com
Clearance Section.
We’re adding new
deals all the time!

RINGMASTER

RINGMASTER
Old-Time
Legal

ARF - $109.99
ARC - $104.99
Electric - $114.99

WE HAVE THE TANK YOU’RE LOOKING FOR!
Brodak fuel tanks are individually constructed from high-quality
tin-plated steel, with copper fill and vent uniflow
and feed tubes. By soldering at precise temperatures we make very clean solder lines, creating tanks with much better seals and a lighter
weight. All of our tanks are tested to give you
trouble-free service.

CUSTOM-BUILT TANKS We have 16 different tank designs in a
variety of sizes. And, if you are looking for a custom-built tank, call
us at 724-966-5975. Ask for “Nick, the tank guy” and explain what
kind of tank you want.

BRODAK B-Y&O PROPELLERS

The Brodak B-Y&O
props are back in
stock. Made from
high-quality ash,
these props are
engineered and
machined to precise tolerances.
We have a full line of props, from
8-3 through 16-7.

We have a full line of
Aluminum Spinners and
everything
you need.
See our
website for
details.

Control Line World

Dedicated to everything related to control-line.

Annual subscriptions are $40 (US) or $50 (International). Back issues are
$12 each (US) or $14 each (international). To subscribe, visit brodak.com.

The new Brodak Catalog #20 is now available. Only $10!

100 Park Avenue / Carmichaels, PA 15320 / www.brodak.com /email: flyin@brodak.com
(724) 966-2726 (voice) / (724) 966-9131 (voice) / (724) 966-5670 (fax)

